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Abstract
Statistical analysis of high-dimensional functional times series arises in various ap-
plications. Under this scenario, in addition to the intrinsic infinite-dimensionality of
functional data, the number of functional variables can grow with the number of serially
dependent functional observations. In this paper, we focus on the theoretical analysis
of relevant estimated cross-(auto)covariance terms between two multivariate functional
time series or a mixture of multivariate functional and scalar time series beyond the
Gaussianity assumption. We introduce a new perspective on dependence by proposing
functional cross-spectral stability measure to characterize the effect of dependence on
these estimated cross terms, which are essential in the estimates for additive functional
linear regressions. With the proposed functional cross-spectral stability measure, we
develop useful concentration inequalities for estimated cross-(auto)covariance matrix
functions to accommodate more general sub-Gaussian functional linear processes and,
furthermore, establish finite sample theory for relevant estimated terms under a com-
monly adopted functional principal component analysis framework. Using our derived
non-asymptotic results, we investigate the convergence properties of the regularized
estimates for two additive functional linear regression applications under sparsity as-
sumptions including functional linear lagged regression and partially functional linear
regression in the context of high-dimensional functional/scalar time series.
Key words: Cross-spectral stability measure, Functional linear regression, Functional principal
component, Non-asymptotic, Sub-Gaussian functional linear process, Sparsity.
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1 Introduction
Functional time series has received a great deal of attention in the last decade in order
to provide methodology for functional data objects that are observed sequentially over
time. Many standard univariate or low-dimensional time series methods have been adapted
to the functional setting with theoretical properties explored from a standard asymptotic
perspective, see e.g. Bosq (2000); Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka (2010); Bathia et al. (2010);
Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013); Aue et al. (2015); Ho¨rmann et al. (2015); Pham and Panaretos
(2018); Li et al. (2019) and reference therein.
The increasing availability of large dataset with many functional features corresponds to
the data structure of
Xtp¨q “ pXt1p¨q, . . . , Xtpp¨qqT , t “ 1, . . . , n,
defined on U , where, under the high-dimensional and dependent setting, the number of
functional variables, p, can be comparable or even larger than the number of serially de-
pendent functional observations, n, posing new challenges to existing work. Typical exam-
ples include daily electricity consumption curves (Cho et al., 2013) for a large collection of
households, half-hourly measured PM10 curves (Aue et al., 2015) over a large number of
sites and intraday return curves for hundreds of stocks (Guo and Qiao, 2020). These appli-
cations require developing learning techniques for high-dimensional functional time series.
One large class considers imposing some lower-dimensional structure on the model parame-
ters space, e.g. vector functional autoregressions (VFAR) (Guo and Qiao, 2020) and, under a
special independent setting, functional graphical models (Zhu et al., 2016; Qiao et al., 2019),
functional additive regressions (Fan et al., 2014, 2015; Kong et al., 2016; Luo and Qi, 2017;
Xue and Yao, 2020), where various functional sparsity patterns are enforced via different
regularized estimates.
Theoretical investigation of high-dimensional functional time series is rather incomplete.
Guo and Qiao (2020) proposed a functional stability measure for stationary multivariate
Gaussian functional time series and relied on it to establish concentration bounds on sample
(auto)covariance matrix function of Xtp¨q, serving as a fundamental tool to provide theo-
retical guarantees for the proposed three-step estimation procedure and, in particular, the
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VFAR estimate, in a high dimensional regime. However, their proposed stability measure
only facilitates non-asymptotic results to accommodate Gaussian functional time series and
is not sufficient to evaluate the effect of dependence on the estimated cross-(auto)covariance
terms in a non-asymptotic way, which plays a crucial role in the theoretical analysis of a
wide class of additive functional linear regressions under the high-dimensional regime when
the serial dependence exists.
To illustrate, we consider two important examples of additive functional linear regressions
in the context of high-dimensional functional/scalar time series. The first example considers
the high-dimensional extension of functional linear lagged regression (Ho¨rmann et al., 2015)
in the additive form of
Ytpvq “
Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j“1
ż
U
Xpt´hqjpuqβhjpu, vqdu` ǫtpvq, t “ L` 1, . . . , n, pu, vq P U ˆ V, (1)
where p-dimensional functional covariates tXtp¨qu and functional errors tǫtp¨qu are generated
from independent, centered, stationary functional processes, and tβhjp¨, ¨q : h “ 0, . . . , L, j “
1, . . . , pu are sparse coefficient functions to be estimated. Under an independent setting
without lagged functional covariates, model (1) reduces to the additive function-on-function
linear regression (Luo and Qi, 2017).
The second example studies partially functional linear regression (Kong et al., 2016) con-
sisting of a mixture of p-dimensional functional time series tXtp¨qu and d-dimensional scalar
time series tZtu “ tpZt1, . . . , ZtdqTu, both of which are independent of errors tǫtu, as follows:
Yt “
pÿ
j“1
ż
U
Xtjpuqβjpuqdu`
dÿ
k“1
Ztkγk ` ǫt, t “ 1, . . . , n, u P U , (2)
where tβjp¨q : j “ 1 . . . , pu are sparse functional coefficients of functional covariates tXtp¨qu
and tγj : j “ 1, . . . , du are sparse coefficients of scalar covariates tZtu. Whereas Kong et al.
(2016) focused on an independent scenario and treated p as fixed, we allow both p and d to
be diverging with n under a more general dependence structure. See also special cases of
model (2) without functional covariates or scalar covariates in Basu and Michailidis (2015)
and Fan et al. (2015), respectively.
In addition to existing non-asymptotic results (Guo and Qiao, 2020), the central chal-
lenge to provide theoretical supports for the regularized estimates for models (1) and (2)
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is: (i) to characterize how the underlying dependence structure affects the non-asymptotic
error bounds on those essential estimated cross-(auto)covariance terms, e.g. estimated cross-
covariance functions between Xtp¨q and Yt`hp¨q (or ǫt`hp¨q) for h “ 0, . . . , L in model (1) and
estimates of CovpXtp¨q,Ztq, CovpXtp¨q, ǫtq and CovpZt, ǫtq in model (2); (ii) to develop useful
non-asymptotic results beyond Gaussian functional/scalar time series.
To address such challenges, the main contribution of our paper is threefold.
• First, we propose a novel functional cross-spectral stability measure between tXtp¨qu
and d-dimensional functional (or scalar) time series, i.e. tYtp¨qu “ tpYt1p¨q, . . . , Ytdp¨qqTu,
defined on V or tZtu, based on their cross-spectral density properties. Such cross-
spectral stability measure facilitates the development of non-asymptotic results forpΣX,Yh and pΣX,Zh , which respectively are estimates of cross-(auto)covariance terms,
ΣX,Yh pu, vq “ CovpXtpuq,Yt`hpvqq and ΣX,Zh “ CovpXtpuq,Zt`hq for all integer h.
Moreover, it provides insights into how pΣX,Yh and pΣX,Zh are affected by the presence of
serial dependence.
• Second, we establish finite sample theory in a non-asymptotic way for relevant es-
timated (cross)-(auto)covariance terms beyond Gaussian functional (or scalar) time
series to accommodate more general multivariate functional linear processes with sub-
Gaussian functional errors.
• Third, due to the infinite dimensionality of the functional covariates, dimension re-
duction is necessary in the estimation. One common approach is functional principal
component analysis (FPCA). We hence establish useful deviation bounds on relevant
estimated terms under a FPCA framework. To illustrate using models (1) and (2),
we implement FPCA-based procedures (Guo and Qiao, 2020) to estimate unknown
parameters under sparsity constraints. With the help of our derived non-asymptotic
results, we verify functional analogs of routinely used restricted eigenvalue and de-
viation conditions in the lasso literature (Raskutti et al., 2010; Loh and Wainwright,
2012) and, furthermore, investigate the convergence properties of regularized estimates
under the high-dimensional, functional and dependent setting we consider.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose cross-stability
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measures under functional and mixed-process scenarios, define sub-Gaussian functional linear
processes and rely on them to present finite sample theory for estimated (cross-)terms used
in subsequent analyses. In Section 3, we consider the sparse functional linear lagged model
in (1), develop the penalized least squares estimation procedure and apply our derived non-
asymptotic results to provide theoretical guarantees for the estimates. Section 4 is devoted
to the modelling, regularized estimation and application of established deviation bounds on
the theoretical analysis of the sparse partially functional linear model in (2). All technical
proofs are relegated to the appendix.
Notation. Let Z and R denote the sets of integers and real numbers, respectively. For
x, y P R, we use x _ y “ maxpx, yq. For two positive sequences tanu and tbnu, we write
an À bn (an Á bn) if there exists a positive constant c such that an ď cbn (an ě cbn) for all
n. We write an — bn if an À bn and an Á bn. For a vector x P Rp, we denote its ℓq norm
by }x}q “ p
řp
j“1 |xj |qq1{q. For matrices A,B P Rpˆq, we let xxA,Byy “ tracepATBq and
denote the Frobenius, operator, elementwise maximum norms of B by ||B||F “
`ř
i,j B
2
ij
˘1{2
,
||B|| “ sup||x||2ď1||Bx||2, ||B||max “ maxi,j |Bij |, respectively. Let L2pUq be a Hilbert space
of square integrable functions on a compact interval U . For f, g P L2pUq, we note the inner
product by xf, gy “ ş
U
fpuqgpuqdu for f, g P L2pUq with the norm }¨} “ x¨, ¨y1{2. For a Hilbert
space H Ď L2pUq, we denote the p-fold Cartesian product by Hp “ Hˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆH and the tensor
product S “ H bH. For f “ pf1, . . . , fpqT and g “ pg1, . . . , gpqT in Hp, we denote the inner
product by xf , gy “ řpi“1xfi, giy with induced norm of f by }f} “ xf , fy1{2, ℓ1 norm by }f}1 “řp
i“1 }fi}, and ℓ0 norm by }f}0 “
řp
i“1 Ip}fi} ‰ 0q, where Ip¨q is the indicator function. For an
integral matrix operatorK : Hp Ñ Hq induced from the kernel matrix functionK “ pKijqqˆp
with each Kij P S through Kpfqpuq “
´řp
j“1xK1jpu, ¨q, fjp¨qy, . . . ,
řp
j“1xKqjpu, ¨q, fjp¨qy
¯
T
P
H
q, for any given f P Hp. To simplify notation, we will use K to denote both the kernel
function and the operator. When p “ q “ 1, K degenerates to K and we denote its Hilbert–
Schmidt norm by }K}S “
` ş ş
Kpu, vq2dudv˘1{2. For general K, we define functional versions
of Frobenius, elementwise ℓ8, matrix ℓ1 and matrix ℓ8 norms by }K}F “
`ř
i,j }Kij}2S
˘1{2
,
}K}max “ maxi,j }Kij}S , }K}1 “ maxj
ř
i }Kij}S and }K}8 “ maxi
ř
j }Kij}S , respectively.
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2 Finite Sample Theory
In this section, we first review functional stability measure and propose functional cross-
spectral stability measure. We then introduce the definitions of sub-Gaussian process and
multivariate functional linear process. Finally, we rely on our proposed stability measures
to develop finite sample theory for useful estimated terms to accommodate sub-Gaussian
functional linear processes.
2.1 Functional Stability Measure
Consider a p-dimensional vector of weakly stationary functional time series tXtp¨qutPZ defined
on U , with mean zero and pˆ p autocovariance matrix functions,
ΣXh pu, vq “ CovtXtpuq,Xt`hpvqu “ tΣXh,jkpu, vqu1ďj,kďp, t, h P Z, pu, vq P U2.
These autocovariance matrix functions (or operators) encode the second-order dynamical
properties of tXtp¨qu and typically serve as the main focus of functional time series analysis.
From a frequency domain analysis prospective, spectral density matrix function (or operator)
aggregates autocovariance information at different lag orders h P Z at a frequency θ P r´π, πs
as
fXθ “
1
2π
ÿ
hPZ
ΣXh expp´ihθq.
According to Guo and Qiao (2020), the functional stability measure of tXtp¨qu is defined
based on the functional Rayleigh quotients of fXθ relative to Σ
X
0 ,
MX “ 2π ess sup
θPr´π,πs,ΦPHp
0
xΦ, fXθ pΦqy
xΦ,ΣX0 pΦqy
, (3)
where Hp0 “ tΦ P Hp : xΦ,ΣX0 pΦqy P p0,8qu. To handle truly infinite-dimensional objects
tXtp¨qu with decaying and summable eigenvalues of ΣX0 , such stability measure MX can
more precisely capture the effect of small eigenvalues of ΣX0 on the numerator in (3).
We next impose a condition on MX and introduce the functional stability measure of
subprocesses of tXtp¨qu, which will be used in our subsequent analysis.
Condition 1 (i) The spectral density matrix operator fXθ , θ P r´π, πs exists; (ii) MX ă 8.
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For any k-dimensional subset J Ď t1, . . . , pu with its cardinality |J | ď k, the functional
stability measure of
 `
Xtjp¨q
˘
: j P J(
tPZ
is defined by
MXk “ 2π ¨ ess sup
θPr´π,πs,}Φ}0ďk,ΦPH
p
0
xΦ, fXθ pΦqy
xΦ,ΣX0 pΦqy
, k “ 1, . . . , p. (4)
Under Condition 1, we have MXk ďMX ă 8.
2.2 Functional Cross-Spectral Stability Measure
Consider tXtp¨qu and tYtp¨qu, where tYtp¨qutPZ is a d-dimensional vector of centered and
weakly stationary functional time series, defined on V, with lag-h autocovariance matrix
function given by
ΣYh pu, vq “ CovtYtpuq,Yt`hpvqu “ tΣYh,jkpu, vqu1ďj,kďd, t, h P Z, pu, vq P V2.
To characterize the effect of dependence on the cross-covariance between two sequences
of joint stationary multivariate functional time series, we can correspondingly define the
cross-spectral density matrix function (or operator) and functional cross-spectral stability
measure. The proposed cross-spectral stability measure plays a crucial role in the non-
asymptotic analysis of relevant estimated cross terms, e.g., estimated cross-(auto)covariance
matrix functions in Section 2.4.
Definition 1 The cross-spectral density matrix function between tXtp¨qutPZ and tYtp¨qutPZ
is defined by
f
X,Y
θ “
1
2π
ÿ
hPZ
ΣX,Yh expp´ihθq, θ P r´π, πs,
where ΣX,Yh pu, vq “ CovtXtpuq,Yt`hpvqu “ tΣX,Yh,jkpu, vqu1ďjďp,1ďkďd, t, h P Z, pu, vq P U ˆ V.
Condition 2 For tXtp¨qutPZ and tYtp¨qutPZ, fX,Yθ , θ P r´π, πs exists and the functional cross-
spectral stability measure defined in (5) is finite, i.e.
MX,Y “ 2π ess sup
θPr´π,πs,Φ1PH
p
0
,Φ2PHd0
ˇˇˇ
xΦ1, fX,Yθ pΦ2qy
ˇˇˇ
b
xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy
b
xΦ2,ΣY0 pΦ2qy
ă 8, (5)
where Hp0 “ tΦ P Hp : xΦ,ΣX0 pΦqy P p0,8qu and Hd0 “ tΦ P Hd : xΦ,ΣY0 pΦqy P p0,8qu.
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Remark 1 (a) If tXtp¨qu are independent of tYtp¨qu, then MX,Y “ 0. Moreover, in the
special case that tXtp¨qu and tYtp¨qu are identical, MX,Y degenerates to MX in (3).
(b) Under the non-functional setting where Xt P Rp and Yt P Rd, Basu and Michailidis
(2015) introduced an upper bound condition for their proposed cross-spectral stability
measure with p “ d, i.e.
ĂMX,Y “ ess sup
θPr´π,πs,νPrRd
0
d
νTtfX,Yθ u˚fX,Yθ ν
νTν
ă 8, (6)
where rRd0 “ tν P Rd : νTν P p0,8qu and ˚ denotes the conjugate. This measure relates
the cross-stability condition to the largest singular value of the cross-spectral density
matrix fX,Yθ . On the other hand, the non-functional analog of (5) is equivalent to
ess sup
θPr´π,πs,ν1PrRp0,ν2PrRd0
ˇˇˇ
νT1f
X,Y
θ ν2
ˇˇˇ
a
νT1ν1
a
νT2ν2
ă 8,
whose upper bound is ĂMX,Y as justified in Lemma 1 in Appendix A.3. This demonstrates
that, compared with (6), our proposed cross-stability measure corresponds to a more mild
condition.
(c) For two truly infinite-dimensional functional objects, one limitation of the functional
analogy of ĂMX,Y is that it only controls the largest singular value of fX,Yθ . By contrast,
our proposed MX,Y can more precisely characterize the effect of singular values of fX,Yθ
relative to small eigenvalues of ΣX0 and Σ
Y
0 . Furthermore, it facilitates the development of
finite sample theory for normalized versions of relevant estimated cross terms, where the
normalization is formed by the corresponding eigenvalues in the denominator of MX,Y .
See Sections 2.4 and 2.5 for details.
(d) We can generalize (5) to measure the temporal and cross dependence structure between a
mixture of multivariate functional and scalar time series. Specifically, consider tXtp¨qutPZ
and d-dimensional vector time series tZtutPZ with autocovariance matrices ΣZh for h P Z.
We can similarly define fX,Zθ “ 12π
ř
hPZΣ
X,Z
h expp´ihθq with ΣX,Zh p¨q “ CovpXtp¨q,Zt`hq.
According to (5), the mixed cross-spectral stability measure of tXtp¨qu and tZtu can be
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defined by
MX,Z “ 2π ess sup
θPr´π,πs,ΦPHp
0
,νPRd
0
ˇˇˇ
xΦ, fX,Zθ νy
ˇˇˇ
b
xΦ,ΣX0 pΦqy
b
νTΣZ0 ν
(7)
and the non-functional stability measure of tZtu reduces to
MZ “ 2π ¨ ess sup
θPr´π,πs,νPRd
0
νTfZθ ν
νTΣZ0 ν
, (8)
where Rd0 “ tν P Rd : νTΣZ0 ν P p0,8qu. The proposed stability measures in (7) and
(8) play an essential role in the convergence analysis of the regularized estimates for
model (2). See Section 4 for details.
For any k1-dimensional subset J of t1, . . . , pu and k2-dimensional subset K of t1, . . . , du,
we can correspondingly define the functional cross-stability measure of two subprocesses.
Definition 2 Consider subprocesses tpXtjp¨qq : j P JutPZ for J Ď t1, . . . , pu with |J | ď k1
and tpYtkp¨qq : k P KutPZ for K Ď t1, . . . , du with |K| ď k2, their functional cross-spectral
stability measure is defined by
MX,Yk1,k2 “ 2π ess sup
θPr´π,πs,Φ1PH
p
0
,Φ2PHd0
}Φ1}0ďk1,}Φ2}0ďk2
ˇˇˇ
xΦ1, fX,Yθ pΦ2qy
ˇˇˇ
b
xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy
b
xΦ2,ΣY0 pΦ2qy
, k1 “ 1, . . . , p, k2 “ 1, . . . , d.
(9)
Under Condition 2, it is easy to verify that,
MX,Yk1,k2 ďMX,Yk1
1
,k
1
2
ďMX,Y ă 8 for k1 ď k11 and k2 ď k
1
2.
According to (4), (7), (8) and (9), we can similarly define MX,Zk1,k2 and M
Z
k2
for k1 “ 1, . . . , p
and k2 “ 1, . . . , d, which will be used in our subsequent analysis.
2.3 Sub-Gaussian Functional Linear Process
Before presenting relevant non-asymptotic results beyond Gaussian functional time series
(Guo and Qiao, 2020), we introduce the definitions of sub-Gaussian process and multivariate
functional linear process in this section.
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Provided that our non-asymptotic analysis is based on the infinite-dimensional analog of
Hanson–Wright inequality (Rudelson and Vershynin, 2013) for sub-Gaussian random vari-
ables taking values within a Hilbert space, we first define sub-Gaussian process as follows.
Definition 3 Let Xtp¨q be a mean zero random variable in H and Σ0 : HÑ H be a covariance
operator. Then Xtp¨q is a sub-Gaussian process if there exists an α ě 0 such that for all
x P H,
Etexx,Xyu ď eα2xx,Σ0pxqy{2. (10)
The proof of Hanson–Wright inequality for serially dependent random functions relies
on the fact that uncorrelated Gaussian random functions are also independent, which does
not apply for non-Gaussian random functions. However, we show that, for a larger class of
non-Gaussian functional time series, it is possible to develop finite sample theory for useful
estimated terms in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. We focus on multivariate functional linear processes
with sub-Gaussian errors, namely sub-Gaussian functional linear processes:
Xtpuq “
8ÿ
l“0
Alpεt´lq, t P Z, (11)
where Al “ pAl,jkqpˆp with each Al,jk P S and εtp¨q “ pεt1p¨q, . . . , εtpp¨qqT P Hp. tεtp¨qutPZ
denotes a sequence of p-dimensional vector of random functions, whose components are
independent sub-Gaussian processes satisfying Definition 3. It is worth noting that (11) not
only extends the functional linear processes (Bosq, 2000) to the multivariate setting but also
can be seen as a generalization of p-dimensional linear processes (Liu et al., 2015) to the
functional domain.
Condition 3 The coefficient functions satisfy
ř8
l“0 }Al}8 ă 8.
Condition 4 (i) The marginal-covariance functions of tεtp¨qu, Σε0,jjpu, vq’s, are continuous
on U2 and uniformly bounded over j P t1, . . . , pu; (ii) ωε0 “ max1ďjďp
ş
U
Σε0,jjpu, uqdu ă 8.
Condition 3 ensures functional analog of standard condition of elementwise absolute
summability of moving average coefficients for multivariate linear processes (Hamilton, 1994)
under Hilbert–Schmidt norm. It also guarantees the stationarity of tXtp¨qu and, furthermore
together with Condition 4, implies that ωX0 “ max1ďjďp
ş
U
ΣX0,jjpu, uqdu ă 8, both of which
are essential in our subsequent analysis. See Lemma 2 in Appendix A.3 for details.
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2.4 Concentration Bounds on Sample (Cross-)(Auto)covariance
Matrix Function
We construct estimated (auto)covariance of tXtp¨qunt“1 by
pΣXh pu, vq “ 1n ´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
XtpuqXt`hpvqT , h “ 0, 1, . . . , pu, vq P U2,
and cross-(auto)covariance matrix functions between tXtp¨qunt“1 and tYtp¨qunt“1 by
pΣX,Yh pu, vq “ 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
XtpuqYt`hpvqT , h “ 0, 1, . . . , pu, vq P U ˆ V.
Theorem 1 Suppose that Conditions 1–4 hold for sub-Gaussian functional linear processes,
tXtp¨qu, tYtp¨qu and h is fixed. Then for any given vectors Φ1 P Hp0 and Φ2 P Hd0 with
}Φ1}0 ď k1, }Φ2}0 ď k2 pk1 “ 1, . . . , p, k2 “ 1, . . . , dq, there exists some constants c, c1, c2 ą 0
such that for any η ą 0,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇxΦ1, ppΣ
X
0 ´ΣX0 qpΦ1qy
xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ąMXk1η
+
ď 2 exp  ´cnmin `η2, η˘( , (12)
and
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xΦ1, ppΣ
X,Y
h ´Σ
X,Y
h qpΦ2qy
xΦ1,Σ
X
0 pΦ1qy ` xΦ2,Σ
Y
0 pΦ2qy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą ´MXk1 `MYk2 `MX,Yk1,k2¯ η
+
ď c1 expt´c2nminpη
2, ηqu.
(13)
Remark 2 (12) extends the concentration inequality for normalized quadratic form of pΣX0
in Theorem 1 of Guo and Qiao (2020) under the Gaussianity assumption to accommodate
a larger class of sub-Gaussian functional linear processes and serves as a starting point to
establish further useful non-asymptotic results, e.g. those listed in Theorems 1–4 and Propo-
sition 1 of Guo and Qiao (2020), so we present some results used in our subsequent analysis
in Appendix D. The concentration inequality in (13) illustrates that the tail for normalized
bilinear form of pΣX,Yh ´ ΣX,Yh behaves in a sub-Gaussian or sub-exponential way depend-
ing on which term in the tail bound is dominant. It is also crucial in deriving subsequent
concentration results, e.g. with suitable choices of Φ1 and Φ2, it facilitates the elementwise
concentration bounds on pΣX,Yh in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2 Suppose that conditions in Theorem 1 hold. Then there exists some constants
c1, c3 ą 0 such that for any η ą 0 and each j “ 1, . . . , p, k “ 1, . . . , d,
P
!
}pΣX,Yh,jk ´ ΣX,Yh,jk}S ą pωX0 ` ωY0 qMX,Y η) ď c1 exp  ´c3nminpη2, ηq( , (14)
where MX,Y “MX1 `MY1 `MX,Y1,1 . In particular, for sample size n Á logppdq, there exists
some constant c4 ą 0 such that, with probability greater than 1´c1ppdq´c4, the estimate pΣX,Yh
satisfies the bound
}pΣX,Yh ´ΣX,Yh }max ÀMX,Y
c
logppdq
n
. (15)
Remark 3 In the deviation bounds established above, the effects of dependence are com-
monly captured by the sum of marginal-spectral and cross-spectral stability measures,MX,Y “
MX1 `MY1 `MX,Y1,1 , with larger values yielding a slower elementwise ℓ8 rate in (15). Under
a mixed-process scenario consisting of tXtp¨qu and d-dimensional time series tZtu belonging
to multivariate linear processes with sub-Gaussian errors (Sun et al., 2018), namely sub-
Gaussian linear processes, it is easy to extend (15) as
max
1ďjďp,1ďkďd
}pΣX,Zh,jk ´ ΣX,Zh,jk} À pMX1 `MZ1 `MX,Z1,1 q
c
logppdq
n
, (16)
which can be justified in the proof of Proposition 1 in Appendix A.2.
2.5 Rates in Elementwise ℓ8 Norm under a FPCA Framework
For each j “ 1, . . . , p, suppose X1jp¨q, . . . , Xnjp¨q are n serially dependent observations of
Xjp¨q. The Karhunen-Loe`ve theorem (Bosq, 2000) serving as the theoretical basis of FPCA
allows us to represent each functional observation in the form of Xtjp¨q “
ř8
l“1 ζtjlψjlp¨q.
Here the coefficients ζtjl “ xXtj, ψjly, namely FPC scores, are uncorrelated random variables
with mean zero and Covpζtjl, ζtjl1q “ ωXjl Ipl “ l1q. In this formulation, tpωXjl , ψjlqu8l“1 are
eigenpairs satisfying xΣX0,jjpu, ¨q, ψjlp¨qy “ ωXjlψjlpuq. Similarly, for each k “ 1, . . . , d, we
represent Ytkp¨q “
ř8
m“1 ξtkmφkmp¨q with corresponding eigenpairs tpωYkm, φkmqu8m“1.
To estimate relevant terms under a FPCA framework, for each j, we perform an eige-
nanalysis on pΣX0,jjpu, vq “ n´1řnt“1XtjpuqXtjpvq, i.e. xpΣX0,jjpu, ¨q, pψjlp¨qy “ pωXjl pψjlpuq, where
tppωXjl , pψjlqu8l“1 denote the estimated eigenpairs. The corresponding estimated FPC scores are
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given by pζtjl “ xXtj , pψjly. Furthermore, relevant estimated terms for tYtkp¨qu, i.e. pωYkm, pφkmp¨q, pξtkm,
can be obtained in the same manner.
Before presenting relevant deviation bounds in elementwise ℓ8 norm, which are essential
under high-dimensional regime, plog p_ log dq{n Ñ 0, we impose the following lower bound
condition on the eigengaps.
Condition 5 For each j “ 1, . . . , p and k “ 1, . . . , d, ωXj1 ą ωXj2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0 and ωYk1 ą ωYk2 ą
¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0. There exist some positive constants c0 and α1, α2 ą 1 such that ωXjl ´ ωXjpl`1q ě
c0l
´α1´1 for l “ 1, . . . ,8 and ωYkm ´ ωYkpm`1q ě c0m´α2´1 for m “ 1, . . . ,8.
Condition 5 implies the lower bounds on eigenvalues, i.e. ωXjl ě c0α´11 l´α1 and ωYkm ě
c0α
´1
2 m
´α2 . See also Hall and Horowitz (2007) and Kong et al. (2016) for similar conditions.
In practice, the infinite series in the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansions of Xtjp¨q and Ytmp¨q are
truncated at M1 and M2, chosen data-adaptively, which transforms the infinite-dimensional
learning task into the modelling of multivariate time series. Provided with sub-Gaussian
functional linear process tXtp¨qu, to aid convergence analysis under high-dimensional scaling,
we establish elementwise concentration inequalities and, furthermore, elementwise ℓ8 error
bounds on relevant estimated terms, i.e. estimated eigenpairs and sample (auto)covariance
between estimated FPC scores. These results are of the same forms as those under the
Gaussianity assumption (Guo and Qiao, 2020), so we only present them in Lemmas 25 and
27 in Appendix D.
In the following, we focus on sample cross-(auto)covariance between estimated FPC
scores, pσX,Yh,jklm “ pn ´ hq´1řn´ht“1 pζtjlpξpt`hqkm, and establish a normalized deviation bound
in elementwise ℓ8 norm on how pσX,Yh,jklm concentrates around σX,Yh,jklm “ Covpζtjl, ξpt`hqkmq.
Theorem 3 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold for sub-Gaussian functional linear processes,
tXtp¨qu, tYtp¨qu, and h is fixed. Let M1 and M2 be positive integers possibly depending
on pn, p, dq. If logppdM1M2qpM4α1`21 _M4α2`22 qM2X,Y {n Ñ 0 as n, p, d Ñ 8, then, for all
sufficiently large n, there exist some positive constants c5 and c6 such that, with probability
greater than 1´ c5ppdM1M2q´c6, the estimates tpσX,Yh,jklmu satisfy
max
1ďjďp,1ďkďd
1ďlďM1,1ďmďM2
ˇˇˇpσX,Yh,jklm ´ σX,Yh,jklmˇˇˇ
plα1`1 _mα2`1q
b
ωXjlω
Y
km
ÀMX,Y
c
logppdM1M2q
n
. (17)
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In the special case that tXtp¨qu and tYtp¨qu are identical, (17) degenerates to the devi-
ation bound on pσXh,jklm under the Gaussianity assumption (Guo and Qiao, 2020). We next
consider a mixed process scenario consisting of tXtp¨qu and tZtu and establish a normalized
deviation bound in elementwise ℓ8 norm on sample cross-(auto)covariance between esti-
mated FPC scores of tXtjp¨qu and Zpt`hqk. Define p̺X,Zh,jkl “ pn ´ hq´1řn´ht“1 pζtjlZpt`hqk and
̺
X,Z
h,jkl “ Covpζtjl, Zpt`hqkq. We are ready to extend (17) to the following mixed-process sce-
nario.
Proposition 1 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold for sub-Gaussian functional linear process
tXtp¨qu, tZtu follows sub-Gaussian linear process and h is fixed. Let M1 be a positive integer
possibly depending on pn, p, dq. If logppdM1qM3α1`21 M2X,Z{nÑ 0 as n, p, dÑ8, then, for all
sufficiently large n, there exist some constants c7, c8 ą 0 such that, with probability greater
than 1´ c7ppdM1q´c8, the estimates tp̺X,Zh,jklu satisfy
max
1ďjďp,1ďkďd
1ďlďM1
ˇˇˇ p̺X,Zh,jkl ´ ̺X,Zh,jkl ˇˇˇ
lα1`1
b
ωXjl
ÀMX,Z
c
logppdM1q
n
. (18)
We next consider tǫtp¨qunt“1, defined on V, which can be seen as the error term in
model (1) being independent of tXtp¨qu. Define ΣX,ǫh,j pu, vq “ CovtXtjpuq, ǫt`hpvqu and its
estimate pΣX,ǫh,j pu, vq “ pn ´ hq´1řn´ht“1 Xtjpuqǫt`hpvq. To provide theoretical analysis of the
estimates for model (1), the FPCA-based representation in Appendix E suggests to investi-
gate the consistency properties of the estimated cross terms, i.e. pσX,ǫh,jlm “ xpψjl, xpΣX,ǫh,j , pφmyy
or pσX,Yh,jlm “ pn ´ hq´1řn´ht“1 pζtjlpξpt`hqm “ x pψjl, xpΣX,Yh,j , pφmyy. As tXt´hp¨q : h “ 0, . . . , Lu and
tǫtp¨qu are independent and can together determine the response tYtp¨qu through (1) given
functional coefficients tβhj P Su, it is more sensible to study the former term, i.e. how pσX,ǫh,jlm
deviates from σX,ǫh,jlm “ 0 in the following proposition.
Proposition 2 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold for sub-Gaussian functional linear pro-
cesses tXtp¨qu, tǫtp¨qu and h is fixed. Let M1,M2 be positive integers possibly depending on
pn, pq. If logppM1M2qpM4α1`41 _M4α2`42 qpMX1 `MY q2{n Ñ 0 as n, p Ñ 8, then, for all
sufficiently large n, there exist some constants c9, c10 ą 0 such that, with probability greater
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than 1´ c9ppM1M2q´c10, the estimates tpσX,ǫh,jlmu satisfy
max
1ďjďp
1ďlďM1,1ďmďM2
ˇˇˇpσX,ǫh,jlmˇˇˇ
plα1 _mα2q
b
ωXjlω
Y
m
À pMX1 `Mǫq
c
logppM1M2q
n
. (19)
Finally, we consider a mixed-process scenario in model (2), where tǫtunt“1 are scalar er-
rors, independent of both tXtp¨qu and tZtu. In addition to Proposition 1 above, the fol-
lowing proposition demonstrates how p̺X,ǫh,jl “ pn ´ hq´1řn´ht“1 pζtjlǫt`h converges to ̺X,ǫh,jl “
Covpζtjl, ǫt`hq “ 0.
Proposition 3 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold for sub-Gaussian functional linear process
tXtp¨qu, tǫtu is sub-Gaussian linear process and h is fixed. Let M1 be positive integer possibly
depending on pn, pq. If logppM1qM3α1`21 pMX1 q2{nÑ 0 as n, pÑ 8, then, for all sufficiently
large n, there exist some constants c11, c12 ą 0 such that, with probability greater than 1 ´
c11ppM1q´c12 , the estimates tpσX,ǫh,jlmu satisfy
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďM1
ˇˇˇp̺X,ǫh,jl ˇˇˇb
ωXjl
À pMX1 `Mǫq
c
logppM1q
n
. (20)
Remark 4 Benefiting from the independence assumption between tXtp¨qu and tǫtp¨qu, Propo-
sition 2 leads to a faster rate of convergence in (19) compared with (17) with d “ 1. Propo-
sition 2 also plays a crucial rule in the proof of Proposition 6 to demonstrate that, with
high probability, model (1) satisfies the routinely used deviation condition in Condition 9.
Analogously, taking an advantage of the independence assumption between tXtp¨qu and tǫtu,
Proposition 3 results in a faster rate in (20) than that in (18) with d “ 1. In the proof of
Proposition 8, we will apply Proposition 3 to verify that, with high probability, model (2)
satisfies the corresponding deviation condition in Condition 13 .
3 Functional Linear Lagged Regression in High Di-
mensions
In this section, we first develop a three-step procedure to estimate sparse functional coef-
ficients in model (1) and then apply our derived non-asymptotic results in Section 2.5 to
investigate the convergence properties of the estimates under high-dimensional scaling.
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3.1 Estimation Procedure
Consider functional linear lagged regression model in (1), where tβhj P S : h “ 0, . . . , L, j “
1, . . . , pu are unknown functional coefficients and tǫtp¨qunt“1 are mean-zero errors from sub-
Gaussian functional linear process, independent of tXtp¨qunt“1 from sub-Gaussian functional
linear process. Provided with observed data tYt,Xtunt“1, our goal is to estimate a vector
of functional coefficients, β “ pβ01, . . . , β0p, . . . , βL1, . . . , βLpqT with each βhj P S. To assure
a feasible solution under a high-dimensional regime, we impose a sparsity assumption on
β. To be specific, we assume that β is functional s-sparse with support set S “  ph, jq P
t0, . . . , Lu ˆ t1, . . . , pu : }βhj}S ‰ 0
(
and its cardinality |S| “ s, much smaller than the
dimensionality, ppL` 1q.
Due to the infinite dimensional nature of functional data, we approximate each Xtjp¨q
and Ytp¨q under the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion truncated at q1j and q2, respectively, i.e.
Xtjp¨q«
q1jÿ
l“1
ζtjlψjlp¨q“ζTtjψjp¨q, Ytp¨q«
q2ÿ
m“1
ξtmφmp¨q“ξTt φp¨q,
where ζtj “ pζtj1, . . . , ζtjq1jqT , ψjp¨q “ pψj1p¨q, . . . , ψjq1jp¨qqT , ξt “ pξt1, . . . , ξtq2qT and φp¨q “
pφ1p¨q, . . . , φq2p¨qqT . The truncation levels q1j and q2 are carefully chosen so as to provide
reasonable approximations to each Xtjp¨q and Ytp¨q. See Kong et al. (2016) and Qiao et al.
(2019) for the selection of the truncated dimension in practice.
According to Appendix E, we can represent model (1) in the following matrix form
U “
Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j“1
VhjΨhj `R` E, (21)
where U P Rpn´Lqˆq2 with its row vectors given by ξL`1, . . . , ξn,Vhj P Rpn´Lqˆq1j with its
row vectors given by ζpL`1´hqj , . . . , ζpn´hqj , Ψhj “
ş
V
ş
U
ψjpuqβhjpu, vqφpvqTdudv P Rq1jˆq2.
Note R and E are pn´ Lq ˆ q2 matrices whose row vectors are formed by truncation errors
trt P Rq2 : t “ L` 1, . . . , nu and random errors tǫt P Rq2 : t “ L` 1, . . . , nu respectively.
We develop the following three-step estimation procedure.
First, we perform FPCA on tXtjp¨qunt“1 for each j “ 1, . . . , p and tYtp¨qunt“1, thus obtaining
estimated FPC scores and eigenfunctions, i.e. pζtjl, pψjlp¨q for l ě 1 and pξtm, pφtmp¨q for m ě 1,
respectively.
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Second, it is worthy noting that the problem of recovering functional sparsity structure in
β is equivalent to estimating the block sparsity pattern in tΨhj : h “ 0, . . . , L, j “ 1, . . . , pu.
Specifically, if βhjp¨, ¨q is zero, all entries inΨhj will be zero. This motivates us to incorporate
a standardized group lasso penalty (Simon and Tibshirani, 2012) by minimizing the following
penalized regression criterion over tΨhj : h “ 0, . . . , L, j “ 1, . . . , pu:
1
2
}pU´ Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j“1
pVhjΨhj}2F ` λn Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j“1
}pVhjΨhj}F , (22)
where pU and pVhj are the estimates of U and Vhj, respectively, and λn is a non-negative
regularization parameter. Let tpΨhju be the minimizer of (22).
Finally, we estimate functional coefficients by
pβhjpu, vq “ pψjpuqT pΨhjpφpvq, pu, vq P U ˆ V, h “ 0, . . . , L, j “ 1, . . . , p.
3.2 Theoretical Properties
We begin with some notation that will be used in this section. For a block matrix B “
pBjkq1ďjďp1,1ďkďp2 P Rp1q1ˆp2q2 with the pj, kq-th block Bjk P Rq1ˆq2, we define its pq1, q2q-
block versions of elementwise ℓ8 and matrix ℓ1 norms by }B}pq1,q2qmax “ maxj,k }Bjk}F and
}B}pq1,q2q1 “ maxk
ř
j }Bjk}F, respectively. To simplify notation, we will assume the same q1j
across j “ 1, . . . , p, but our theoretical results extend naturally to the more general setting
where q1j ’s are different.
Let pZ “ ppV01, . . . , pV0p, . . . , pVL1, . . . , pVLpq P Rpn´LqˆpL`1qpq1 ,Ψ “ pΨT01, . . . ,ΨT0p, . . . ,ΨTL1,
. . . ,ΨTLpqT P RpL`1qpq1ˆq2 and pD “ diagppD01, . . . , pD0p, . . . , pDL1, . . . , pDLpq P RpL`1qpq1ˆpL`1qpq1
with pDhj “ tpn´Lq´1 pVThj pVhju1{2 P Rq1ˆq1 for h “ 0, . . . , L and j “ 1, . . . , p. Then minimiz-
ing (22) over tΨhju is equivalent to the following optimization task:
pB “ arg min
BPRpL`1qpq1ˆq2
"
1
2pn ´ Lq}
pU´ pZpD´1B}2F ` λn}B}pq1,q2q1 * . (23)
Then we have pΨ “ pD´1pB with its tph ` 1qju-th row block given by pΨhj.
Before our convergence analysis, we present the following regularity conditions.
Condition 6 For each ph, jq P S, βhjpu, vq “
ř8
l,m“1 ahjlmψjlpuqφmpvq and there exist some
positive constants κ ą pα1 _ α2q{2 ` 1 and µhj such that |ahjlm| ď µhjpl ` mq´κ´1{2 for
l, m ě 1.
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We expand each non-zero βhjpu, vq using principal component functions tψjlpuqulě1 and
tφmpvqumě1, which respectively provide the most rapidly convergent representation of tXtjpuqu
and tYtpvqu in the L2 sense. Such condition prevents the coefficients tahjlmul,mě1 from de-
creasing too slowly with parameter κ controlling the level of smoothness in non-zero compo-
nents of tβhjp¨, ¨qu. See similar smoothness conditions in functional linear regression literature
(Hall and Horowitz, 2007; Kong et al., 2016).
We next impose some sufficient Conditions 7–9 similar to the restricted eigenvalue (RE)
condition and the deviation condition in the lasso literature (Loh and Wainwright, 2012),
present the consistency analysis of pβ in Theorem 4 and finally rely on non-asymptotic results
in Section 2.5 to verify Conditions 7–9 in Propositions 4–6, respectively.
Condition 7 The matrix pΓ “ pn ´ Lq´1 pD´1pZT pZpD´1 P RpL`1qpq1ˆpL`1qpq1 satisfies the RE
condition with tolerance τ1 ą 0 and curvature τ2 ą 0 if
θT pΓθ ě τ2}θ}2 ´ τ1}θ}21 @θ P RpL`1qpq1 . (24)
Condition 7 can be viewed as the functional extension of RE condition under the FPCA
framework. Intuitively, it provides some insight into the eigenstructure of the sample correla-
tion matrix of a vector formed by estimated lagged FPC scores of tXtjp¨qupj“1. In particular,
for any θ P RpL`1qpq1 such that τ1}θ}21{τ2}θ}2 is relatively small, θT pΓθ{}θ}2 is bounded away
from 0. In Proposition 4, we will formalize this intuition by showing how this condition holds
with high probability for model (1).
Condition 8 (i) There exist some positive constants Cω and Cψ such that
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďq1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇtpωXjl u´1{2 ´ tωXjl u´1{2tωXjl u´1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CωMX1
c
logppq1q
n
,
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďq1
}pψjl ´ ψjl} ď CψMX1 qα1`11
c
logppq1q
n
;
(25)
(ii) There exist some positive constant Cφ such that
max
1ďmďq2
}pφm ´ φm} ď CφMY1 qα2`12
c
logpq2q
n
. (26)
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Condition 9 There exist some constant C0 ą 0 such that
pn ´ Lq´1›› pD´1pZT ppU´ pZpD´1Bq››pq1,q2q
max
ďC0sq1{21
 pMX1 `Mǫq _MY ( pqα1`3{21 _ qα2`3{22 q
c
logppq1q2q
n
` q´κ`1{21
(
.
(27)
Conditions 8 and 9 serve as two deviation conditions. Specifically, Condition 8 con-
trols deviation bounds for relevant estimated eigenpairs of Xtjp¨q and Ytp¨q under the FPCA
framework. Condition 9 ensures that the sample cross-covariance between estimated lagged-
and-normalized FPC scores and estimated errors consisting of truncated and random errors
due to (21), are nicely concentrated around zero.
Now we are ready to present the main convergence result.
Theorem 4 Suppose that Conditions 1–9 hold with τ2 ě 32τ1q1q2s. Then, for any regular-
ization parameter, λn ě 2C0sq1{21
 pMX1 `Mǫq_MY (tpqα1`3{21 _qα2`3{22 qb logppq1q2qn `q´κ`1{21 u
and q
α1{2
1 sλn Ñ 0 as n, p, q1, q2 Ñ 8, the estimate pβ satisfies
}pβ ´ β}1 À qα1{21 sλn
τ2
. (28)
Remark 5 (a) The error bound of pβ under functional ℓ1 norm is determined by sample
size (n), number of functional variables ppq, functional sparsity level (s) as well as in-
ternal parameters, e.g., the convergence rate in (28) is better when truncated dimensions
(q1, q2), functional stability measures (M
X
1 ,M
ǫ,MY ), decay rates of the lower bounds
for eigenvalues (α1, α2) in Condition 5 are small and decay rate of the upper bounds for
basis coefficients (κ) in Condition 6 and curvature (τ2) in Condition 7 are large.
(b) The serial dependence contributes the additional term pMX1 `Mǫq _MY in the error
bound. Specifically, the presence of MX1 `Mǫ is due to Proposition 2 under the inde-
pendence assumption between tXtp¨qu and tǫtp¨qu, which is used to verify Condition 9 in
Proposition 6. Moreover, provided that our estimation is based on the representation in
(21), formed by eigenfunctions tφmp¨qu of ΣY0 , the term MY comes from the consistency
analysis of tpφmu, as demonstrated in Proposition 5.
(c) Note that the VFAR model (Guo and Qiao, 2020) can be rowwisely viewed as a special
case of model (1). The serial dependence in the error bound of the VFAR estimate
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is captured by MX1 partially due to its presence in the deviation bounds on estimated
cross-covariance between response tXtp¨qu and covariates tXt´hp¨q : 1 ď h ď Lu. By con-
trast, the serial dependence effect in (28) partially comes from estimated cross-covariance
between covariates tXt´hp¨q : 0 ď h ď Lu and error tǫtp¨qu instead of that between
tXt´hp¨q : 0 ď h ď Lu and response tYtp¨qu, since tYtp¨qu is completely determined by
tXt´hp¨q : 0 ď h ď Lu and tǫtp¨qu via (1) given β. Specially, if Mǫ _MY À MX1 ,
q1 — q2 and α1 “ α2, the rate in (28) is consistent to that of the VFAR estimate in
Guo and Qiao (2020).
We next present a condition to support Condition 7 and then rely on our established non-
asymptotic results in Section 2.5 to show that, as n becomes sufficiently large, Conditions 7–9
hold with high probability for model (1), as demonstrated in Propositions 4–6, respectively.
Condition 10 Denote the covariance matrix function by
rΣX “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
ΣX0 Σ
X
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ΣXL
ΣX1 Σ
X
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ΣXL´1
...
...
. . .
...
ΣXL Σ
X
L´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ΣX0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚
and the diagonal matrix function by rDX0 “ IL`1 b diagpΣX0,11, . . . ,ΣX0,ppq. The infimum µ of
the functional Rayleigh quotient of rΣX relative to rDX0 is bounded below by zero, i.e.
µ “ inf
ΦPH¯
pL`1qp
0
xΦ, rΣXpΦqy
xΦ, rDX0 pΦqy ą 0,
where Φ P H¯pL`1qp0 “ tΦ P HpL`1qp : xΦ, rDX0 pΦqy P p0,8qu.
Condition 10 can be interpreted as requiring the minimum eigenvalue of the correla-
tion matrix function for pXTt´L, . . . ,XTt qT to be bounded below by zero. See also a similar
condition in Guo and Qiao (2020).
In the following Proposition 4, we choose tolerance τ1 “ CΓMX1 qα1`11 tlogppq1q{nu1{2 and
curvature τ2 “ µ to verify Condition 7.
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Proposition 4 (Verify Condition 7) Suppose Conditions 1–5 and 10 hold. Then, for all
sufficiently large n, there exist some positive constants CΓ, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
θT pΓθ ě µ}θ}2 ´ CΓMX1 qα1`11
c
logppq1q
n
}θ}21
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1q´c
˚
2 .
Proposition 5 (Verify Condition 8) Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold. Then, for all suf-
ficiently large n, there exist some positive constants Cψ, Cφ, Cω, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that (25)
holds with probability greater than 1´ c˚1tpq1u´c
˚
2 and (26) holds with probability greater than
1´ c˚1tq2u´c
˚
2 .
Proposition 6 (Verify Condition 9) Suppose Conditions 1–6 hold. Then, for all sufficiently
large n, there exist some positive constants C0, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that (27) holds with probability
greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1q2q´c
˚
2 .
Choosing common constants c˚1 , c
˚
2 and sufficiently large n, as stated in Propositions 4–6,
we can easily obtain that, with probability greater than 1 ´ c˚1ppq1q2q´c
˚
2 , the estimate pβ
satisfies the error bound in (28).
4 Partially Functional Linear Regression in High Di-
mensions
This section is organized in the same manner as Section 3. We first present the three-step
procedure to estimate sparse functional and scalar coefficients in model (2) and then study
the estimation consistency in the high-dimensional regime.
4.1 Estimation Procedure
Consider partially functional linear regression model in (2), where Bp¨q “ pβ1p¨q, . . . , βpp¨qqT
are functional coefficients of functional covariates tXtp¨qunt“1 and γ “ pγ1, . . . , γdqT are regres-
sion coefficients of scalar covariates tZtunt“1. tǫtunt“1 are mean-zero errors from sub-Gaussian
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linear process, independent of tZtu from sub-Gaussian linear process and tXtp¨qu from sub-
Gaussian functional linear process. To estimate Bp¨q and γ under large p and d scenario, we
assume some sparsity patterns in model (2), i.e. Bp¨q is functional s1-sparse, with support
S1 “ tj P t1, . . . , pu : }βj}S ‰ 0u and cardinality s1 “ |S1|, and γ is s2-sparse, with support
S2 “ tj P t1, . . . , du : γj ‰ 0u and cardinality s2 “ |S2|. Here s1 and s2 are much smaller
than dimension parameters, p and d, respectively.
Under the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion of each Xtjp¨q as described in Section 3.1, model (2)
can be rewritten as
Yt “
pÿ
j“1
qjÿ
l“1
ζtjlxψjl, βjy `
dÿ
j“1
Ztjγj ` rt ` ǫt,
where rt “
řp
j“1
ř8
l“qj`1
ζtjlxψjl, βjy. Let Y “ pY1, . . . , YnqT P Rn, Z “ pZ1, . . . ,Zdq P Rnˆd,
Zj “ pZ1j, . . . , ZnjqT P Rn, γ “ pγ1, . . . , γdqT P Rd, Xj P Rnˆqj with its row vectors given
by ζ1j, . . . , ζnj and Ψj “
ş
U
ψjpuqβjpuqdu P Rqj . Then we can represent model (2) in the
following matrix form,
Y “
pÿ
j“1
XjΨj ` Zγ `R ` E, (29)
where R “ pr1, . . . , rnqT P Rn and E “ pǫ1, . . . , ǫnqT P Rn correspond to the truncation and
random errors, respectively.
Our proposed three-step estimation procedure proceeds as follows. We start with per-
forming FPCA on each tXtjp¨qunt“1, and hence obtain estimated FPC scores tpζtjlu and eigen-
functions t pψjlp¨qu. Motivated from (29), we then develop a regularized least square approach
by incorporating a standardized group lasso penalty for tΨjupj“1 and the lasso penalty for γ,
aimed to shrink all elements in Ψj of unimportant functional covariates and coefficients of
unimportant scalar covariates to be exactly zero. Specifically, we consider minimizing the
following criterion over Ψ1, . . . ,Ψp and γ :
1
2
}Y ´
pÿ
j“1
pXjΨj ´ Zγ}2 ` λn1 pÿ
j“1
} pXjΨj} ` rλn2}γ}1, (30)
where pXj is the estimate of Xj , and λn1, rλn2 are non-negative regularization parameters. Let
the minimizers of (30) be pΨ1, . . . , pΨp and pγ. Finally, our estimated functional coefficients are
given by pβjp¨q “ pψjp¨qT pΨj for j “ 1, . . . , p.
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4.2 Theoretical Properties
We start with some notation that will be used in this section. For a block vector B “
pbT1 , . . . , bTp qT P Rpq with the j-th block bj P Rq, we define its q-block versions of ℓ1 and
elementwise ℓ8 norms by }B}pqq1 “
ř
j }bj} and }B}pqqmax “ maxj }bj}, respectively. To simplify
our notation, we denote α1 in Condition 5 by α and assume the same truncated dimension
across j “ 1, . . . , p, denoted by q. Let pX “ p pX1, . . . , pXpq P Rnˆpq, Ψ “ pΨT1 , . . . ,ΨTp qT P Rpq,pD “ diagp pD1, . . . , pDpq P Rpqˆpq, where pDj “ tn´1 pX Tj pXju1{2 P Rqˆq for j “ 1, . . . , p. Then our
minimizing task in (30) is equivalent to
p pB, pγq “ arg min
BPRpq ,γPRd
"
1
2n
}Y ´ pΩB ´ Zγ}2 ` λn1}B}pqq1 ` λn2}γ}1* , (31)
where pΩ “ pX pD´1 and λn2 “ rλn2{n. Then pΨ “ pD´1 pB with its j-th row block given by pΨj .
Condition 11 For j P S1, βjpuq “
ř8
l“1 ajlψjlpuq and there exist some positive constants
κ ą α{2` 1 and µj such that |ajl| ď µjl´κ for l ě 1.
Condition 11 controls the level of smoothness for non-zero coefficient functions in Bp¨q.
See also Condition 6 for model (1) and its subsequent discussion.
We next impose RE and deviation conditions in Conditions 12–14, present the conver-
gence analysis of pBp¨q and pγ in Theorem 5 and finally apply finite sample theory in Section 2.5
to verify Conditions 12–14 in Propositions 7–9, respectively.
Condition 12 Let S “ ppΩ,Zq P Rnˆppq`dq, then the matrix n´1STS P Rppq`dqˆppq`dq satisfies
the RE condition with tolerance τ˚1 and curvature τ
˚
2 ą 0 if
1
n
θTSTSθ ě τ˚2 }θ}2 ´ τ˚1 }θ}21, @θ P Rpq`d. (32)
Instead of imposing RE conditions on n´1pΩT pΩ and n´1ZTZ separately, as long as pΩ
is correlated with Z, we define S “ ppΩ,Zq and require n´1θTSTSθ to be strictly positive
as long as τ˚1 }θ}21{τ˚2 }θ}2 is relatively small. Let θ “ p∆T , δT qT with ∆ “ pB ´ B and
δ “ pγ´γ, applying Condition 12 with suitable choice of τ˚2 yields n´1ppΩ∆`ZδqT ppΩ∆`Zδq ě
τ˚
2
4
p}∆} ` }δ}q2, which plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 5 below.
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Condition 13 There exist some positive constants C˚0 such that
1
n
}pΩT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq}pqqmax ď C˚0 s1pMX1 `Mǫqtqα`2
c
logppqq
n
` q´κ`1u. (33)
Condition 14 There exist some positive constants C˚0 such that
1
n
}ZT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq}max ď C˚0 s1pMX,Z `Mǫqtqα`1
c
logppq ` dq
n
` q´κ`1{2u. (34)
Conditions 13 and 14 are two deviation conditions similar to Condition 9. Intuitively,
Condition 13 (or Condition 14) requires the sample cross-covariance between estimated nor-
malized FPC scores (or scalar covariates) and estimated errors to be nicely concentrated
around zero. We will verify that model (2) satisfies Conditions 13 and 14 with high prob-
ability in Propositions 8 and 9, respectively. See a similar deviation condition for sparse
stochastic regression in Basu and Michailidis (2015).
Now we are ready to present the main theorem about the error bound for pB and pγ.
Theorem 5 Suppose that Conditions 1–5, 8(i) and 11–14 hold with τ˚2 ě 64τ˚1 qps1 ` s2q.
Then, for any regularization parameters, λn — λn1 — λn2 ě 2C˚0 s1pMX,Z`Mǫqrqα`2tlogppq`
dq{nu1{2 ` q´κ`1s with qα{2λnps1 ` s2q Ñ 0 as n, p, q, dÑ 8, the estimates pB and pγ satisfy
}pB´B}1 ` qα{2}pγ ´ γ}1 À qα{2λnps1 ` s2q
τ˚2
. (35)
Remark 6 (a) The error bound in (35) is governed by both dimensionality parameters
(n, p, d, s1, s2) and internal parameters (M
X ,MZ ,MX,Z ,Mǫ, q, α, κ, τ˚2 ). See also sim-
ilar Remark 5 (a) for model (1).
(b) Note that the sparse stochastic regression (Basu and Michailidis, 2015) can be viewed as
a special case of model (2) without the functional part. Under such scenario, the absence
of tXtp¨qu eliminates Condition 13, degenerates Condition 14 to n´1}ZT pY´Zγq}max ďrC0pMZ1 `Mǫqplog d{nq1{2 and simplifies the error bound to }pγ ´ γ}1 À λn2s2{τ˚2 with
λn2 ě 2 rC0pMZ1 `Mǫqplog d{nq1{2 and rC0 is some positive constant, which is of the same
order as the rate in Basu and Michailidis (2015).
(c) In another special scenario where scalar covariates are not included in (2), Condition 14
is no longer required and the error bound reduces to }pB ´ B}1 À qα{2λn1s1{τ˚2 , with
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λn1 ě 2C˚0 s1pMX1 `Mǫqtqα`2
b
logppqq
n
` q´κ`1u. Interestingly, this rate is consistent to
that of pβ in Theorem 4 under the special case where the non-functional response results
in the absence of MY and q2 in the rate.
Before presenting Propositions 7–9, we give the following regularity condition.
Condition 15 For the mixed process tXtp¨q,ZtutPZ, we denote a diagonal matrix function
by DX0 “ diagpΣX0,11, . . . ,ΣX0,ppq. The infimum µ˚ is bounded below by zero, i.e.
µ˚ “ inf
ΦPH¯p
0
,νPrRd
0
xΦ,ΣX0 pΦqy ` xΦ,ΣX,Z0 νy ` νTΣZ,X0 pΦq ` νTΣZ0 ν
xΦ,DX0 pΦqy ` νTν
ą 0,
where H¯p0 “ tΦ P Hp : xΦ,DX0 pΦqy P p0,8qu.
This condition is similar to Condition 10 for model (1). In the special case where each
Xtjp¨q is bj-dimensional, µ˚ in Condition 15 reduces to the minimum eigenvalue of the co-
variance matrix of
`
ξt11?
ωX
11
, . . . ,
ξt1b1b
ωX
1b1
, . . . ,
ξtp1?
ωXp1
, . . . ,
ξtpbpb
ωX
pbp
, Zt1, . . . , Ztd
˘
T P R
řp
j“1 bj`d.
Proposition 7 (Verify Condition 12) Suppose Conditions 1–5 and 15 hold. Then, for all
sufficiently large n, there exist some positive constants CZΓ, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
n´1θSTSθ ě µ˚}θ}2 ´ CZΓMX,Zqα`1
c
logppq ` dq
n
}θ}21,
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq ` dq´c
˚
2 .
Letting tolerance τ˚1 “ CZΓMX,Zqα`1
b
logppq`dq
n
and curvature τ˚2 “ µ˚, Proposition 7
implies that, for all sufficiently large n, Condition 12 holds with high probability.
Proposition 8 (Verify Condition 13) Suppose Conditions 1–5 and 11 hold. Then, for all
sufficiently large n, there exist some positive constants C01, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that (33) holds
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqq´c
˚
2 .
Proposition 9 (Verify Condition 14) Suppose Conditions 1–5 and 11 hold. Then, for all
sufficiently large n, there exist some positive constants C02, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that (34) holds
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq ` dq´c
˚
2 .
It is worth noting that Condition 8(i) is verified by Proposition 5. This together with
Propositions 8 and 9 indicates that, with some common choices of constants c˚1 , c
˚
2 and
sufficiently large n, the estimates pB and pγ satisfy the error bound in (35), with probability
greater than 1´ c˚1ppq ` dq´c
˚
2 .
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5 Discussion
We identify several directions for future study. First, it is possible to extend our established fi-
nite sample theory for stationary functional linear processes with sub-Gaussian errors to that
with more general noise distributions, e.g. generalized sub-exponential process, or even non-
stationary functional processes. Second, it is of interest to develop useful non-asymptotic re-
sults under other commonly adopted dependence framework, e.g. moment-based dependence
measure (Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka, 2010) and different types of mixing conditions (Bosq,
2000). However, moving from standard asymptotic analysis to non-asymptotic analysis
would pose complicated theoretical challenges. Third, from a frequency domain perspective,
it is interesting to study the non-asymptotic behaviour of smoothed periodogram estimators
(Panaretos and Tavakoli, 2013) for spectral density matrix function, served as the frequency
domain analog of the sample covariance matrix function. Under a high-dimensional regime,
it is also interesting to develop the functional thresholding strategy to estimate sparse spec-
tral density matrix functions. These topics are beyond the scope of the current paper and
will be pursued elsewhere.
Appendix
A Proofs of Theoretical Results in Section 2
We provide proofs of theorems and propositions stated in Section 2 in Appendices A.1–A.2,
followed by the supporting technical lemmas and their proofs in Appendix A.3. Throughout,
we use C0, C1, . . . , c, c1, . . . , c˜1, c˜2, . . . , ρ, ρ1, ρ2, . . . to denote positive constants. For φ1, φ2 P
H andK P S, we denote ş
U
Kpu, vqφ1puqdu,
ş
V
Kpu, vqφ2pvqdv and
ş
U
ş
V
Kpu, vqφ1puqφ2pvqdudv
by xφ1, Ky, xK, φ2y and xφ1, xK, φ2yy, respectively. For a fixedΦ P Hp, we denoteMpfX ,Φq “
2π ¨ ess supθPr´π,πs |xΦ, fXθ pΦqy|.
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A.1 Proofs of Theorems
Proof of Theorem 1 Part (i): Define Y “ pxΦ1,X1y, . . . , xΦ1,XnyqT , then |xΦ1, ppΣX0 ´
ΣX0 qpΦ1qy| “ 1n |YTY´EpYTYq|.Our proof is organised as follows: We first introduce theM-
truncated sub-Gaussian processXM,L,tpuq “
řL
l“0AlpεM,t´lq,where εM,tjp¨q “
řM
l“1
a
ωεjlatjlφjlp¨q
for j “ 1, . . . , p.We then apply the inequality in Lemma 5 onX8,L,t “ XL,tpuq “
řL
l“0Alpεt´lq
by proving }ΠM,L} ďMpfXM,L,Φ1q and limMÑ8MpfXM,L,Φ1q “MpfXL ,Φ1q. Finally, we will
show that such inequality still holds as LÑ8.
When L and M are both fixed, define YM,L “ pxΦ1,XM,L,1y, . . . , xΦ1,XM,L,nyqT . Then
YTM,LYM,L can be represented in the same form as xeM ,KpeMqy in Lemma 5, where eM “
pεTM,n, . . . , εTM,1´LqT P Hpn`Lqp. We rewrite YM,L as
YM,L “
ż ż
pIn bΦ1puqT qWLpu, vqΘMpvqaM,Ldudv “ ΓM,LaM,L,
where
WL “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 A0 ¨ ¨ ¨ AL´1 AL
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ A0 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ AL 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
A0 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ AL ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚,
aM,L “ pan11, . . . , an1M , . . . , anp1, . . . , anpM , . . . , ap1´Lqp1, . . . , ap1´LqpMqT P Rpn`LqpM ,ΘMpuq “
In`L b diagpϕTM,1, . . . ,ϕTM,pq with ϕM,i “
`?
ωei1φi1, . . . ,
?
ωeiMφiM
˘
T
. Then we can write
YTM,LYM,L “ aTM,LΠM,LaM,L with ΠM,L “ ΓM,LTΓM,L. By Lemma 8, }VarpYM,Lq} “
}ΓM,LΓTM,L} ď MpfXM,L,Φ1q, where MpfXM,L,Φ1q “ 2π ¨ ess supθPr´π,πsxΦ1, fXM,L,θpΦ1qy and
fXM,L,θp¨q is the spectral density matrix operator of process tXM,L,tp¨qutPZ.
Define YL “ Y8,L “ pxΦ1,XL,1y, . . . , xΦ1,XL,nyqT . By Lemma 7, rankpΓT8,LΓ8,Lq “ n
and (43) in Lemma 5, we obtain
P t|xΦ1, ppΣXL,0 ´ΣXL,0qpΦ1q| ąMpfXL ,Φ1qηu “ P t|YTLYL ´ EYTLYL| ą nMpfXL ,Φ1qηu
ď 2 exp  ´cnmin `η2, η˘( ,
whereMpfXL ,Φ1q “ 2π¨ess supθPr´π,πsxΦ1, fXL,θpΦ1qy and fXL,θp¨q is the spectral density matrix
operator of tXL,tp¨qutPZ.
Next, we need to show that this result still holds as L Ñ 8. Lemmas 9 and 10 imply
that limLÑ8 E
!ˇˇˇ
xΦ1, ppΣXL,0 ´ pΣX0 qpΦ1qyˇˇˇ) “ 0, limLÑ8xΦ1,ΣXL,0pΦ1qy “ xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy and
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limLÑ8MpfXL ,Φ1q “ MpfX,Φ1q. Combining the above results and following the similar
argument in the proof of Lemma 5, we obtain
P
!ˇˇˇ
xΦ1, ppΣX0 ´ΣX0 qpΦ1qyˇˇˇ ąMpfX,Φ1qη) ď 2 exp  ´cnmin `η2, η˘( . (36)
Provided that MpfX,Φ1q ďMXk1xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy, we obtain
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇxΦ1, ppΣ
X
0 ´ΣX0 qpΦ1qy
xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ąMXk1η
+
ď 2 exp  ´cnmin `η2, η˘( ,
which completes the proof of (12).
Part (ii): For fixed vectors Φ1 P Hp and Φ2 P Hd, we denote MpfX,Y ,Φ1,Φ2q “ 2π ¨
ess supθPr´π,πs |xΦ1, fX,Yθ pΦ2qy|. DefineMtp¨q “ rpXtp¨qqT , pYtp¨qqT sT . Letting Φ “ pΦT1 ,ΦT2 qT ,
we have
xΦ1, ppΣX,Y0 ´ΣX,Y0 qpΦ2qy “ 12 rxΦ, ppΣM0 ´ΣM0 qpΦqy ´ xΦ1, ppΣX0 ´ΣX0 qpΦ1qy
´ xΦ2, ppΣY0 ´ΣY0 qpΦ2qys.
Applying (36) on tXtp¨qu and tYtp¨qu, we obtain that
P
!ˇˇˇ
xΦ1, ppΣX0 ´ΣX0 qpΦ1qyˇˇˇ ąMpfX,Φ1qη) ď 2 expt´cnminpη2, ηqu,
P
!ˇˇˇ
xΦ2, ppΣY0 ´ΣY0 qpΦ2qyˇˇˇ ąMpfY ,Φ2qη) ď 2 expt´cnminpη2, ηqu.
For tMtp¨qu, we have MpfM ,Φq ď MpfX ,Φ1q `MpfY ,Φ2q ` 2MpfX,Y ,Φ1,Φ2q. This,
together with (36) implies that
P
!ˇˇˇ
xΦ, ppΣM0 ´ΣM0 qpΦqyˇˇˇ ą tMpfX ,Φ1q `MpfY ,Φ2q ` 2MpfX,Y ,Φ1,Φ2quη)
ď 2 expt´cnminpη2, ηqu.
Combining the above results, we obtain
P
!ˇˇˇ
xΦ1, ppΣX,Y0 ´ΣX,Y0 qpΦ2qyˇˇˇ ą tMpfX ,Φ1q `MpfY ,Φ2q `MpfX,Y ,Φ1,Φ2quη)
ď 6 expt´cnminpη2, ηqu.
(37)
For h ą 0, letU1,t “ Xt`Xt`h,U2,t “ Xt´Xt`h,V1,t “ Yt`Yt`h andV2,t “ Yt´Yt`h.
Accordingly, we have that
xΦ1,ΣU1,V1l pΦ2qy “ 2xΦ1,ΣX,Yl pΦ2qy ` xΦ1,ΣX,Yl´h pΦ2qy ` xΦ1,ΣX,Yl`h pΦ2qy,
xΦ1,ΣU2,V2l pΦ2qy “ 2xΦ1,ΣX,Yl pΦ2qy ´ xΦ1,ΣX,Yl´h pΦ2qy ´ xΦ1,ΣX,Yl`h pΦ2qy,
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and
f
U1,V1
θ “ p2` expp´ihθq ` exppihθqqfX,Yθ ,
f
U2,V2
θ “ p2´ expp´ihθq ´ exppihθqqfX,Yθ .
Combining these with the definition of MpfX,Y ,Φ1,Φ2q yields
4xΦ1, ppΣX,Yh ´ΣX,Yh qpΦ2qy “ xΦ1, ppΣU1,V10 ´ΣU1,V10 qpΦ2qy ´ xΦ1, ppΣU2,V20 ´ΣU2,V20 qpΦ2qy,
and
MpfU1,V1,Φ1,Φ2q ď 4MpfX,Y ,Φ1,Φ2q.
By similar arguments, we obtainMpfUi,Φ1q ď 4MpfX,Φ1q andMpfVi,Φ2q ď 4MpfY ,Φ2q,
for i “ 1, 2. Then it follows from (37) that
P
!ˇˇˇ
xΦ1, ppΣX,Yh ´ΣX,Yh qpΦ2qyˇˇˇ ą 2tMpfX ,Φ1q `MpfY ,Φ2q `MpfX,Y ,Φ1,Φ2quη)
ď
2ÿ
i“1
P
!ˇˇˇ
xΦ1, ppΣUi,Vi0 ´ΣUi,Vi0 qpΦ2qyˇˇˇ ą tMpfUi,Φ1q `MpfVi,Φ2q `MpfUi,Vi,Φ1,Φ2quη)
ď 12 expt´cnminpη2, ηqu.
Provided thatMpfX ,Φ1q ďMXk1xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy andMpfX,Y ,Φ1,Φ2q ďMX,Yk1,k2pxΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy`
xΦ2,ΣY0 pΦ2qyq, we obtain
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xΦ1, ppΣ
X,Y
0 ´Σ
X,Y
0 qpΦ2qy
xΦ1,Σ
X
0 pΦ1qy ` xΦ2,Σ
Y
0 pΦ2qy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą ´MXk1 `MYk2 `MX,Yk1,k2¯ η
+
ď 6 exp
 
´cnminpη2, ηq
(
,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xΦ1, ppΣ
X,Y
h ´Σ
X,Y
h qpΦ2qy
xΦ1,Σ
X
0 pΦ1qy ` xΦ2,Σ
Y
0 pΦ2qy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą 2´MXk1 `MYk2 `MX,Yk1,k2¯ η
+
ď 12 expt´cnminpη2, ηqu.
Letting c2 “ c{4, we complete the proof of (13). ˝
Proof of Theorem 2 Under FPCA framework, for each k “ 1, . . . , d, we have Ytkp¨q “ř8
m“1 ξtkmφkmp¨q with eigenpairs pωYkm, φkmq, and for each j “ 1, . . . , p, we have Xtjp¨q “ř8
l“1 ζtjlψjlp¨q with eigenpairs pωXjl , ψjlq.
DenoteMX,Y “MX1 `MY1 `MX,Y1,1 . Let Φ1 “ p0, . . . , 0, tωXjl u´
1
2ψjl, 0, . . . , 0qT and Φ2 “
p0, . . . , 0, tωYkmu´
1
2φkm, 0, . . . , 0qT . Following the similar argument in the proof of Theorem 2
in Guo and Qiao (2020) with 2
a
ωX0 ω
Y
0 ď ωX0 ` ωY0 and Theorem 1, we can prove
P
!
}pΣX,Yh,jk ´ ΣX,Yh,jk}S ą pωX0 ` ωY0 qMX,Y η) ď c1 expt´c3nminpη2, ηqu.
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By the definition of }pΣX,Yh ´ΣX,Yh }max “ max1ďjďp,1ďkďd }pΣX,Yh,jk ´ ΣX,Yh,jk}S , we have that
P
!
}pΣX,Yh ´ΣX,Yh }max ą pωX0 ` ωY0 qMX,Y η) ď c1pd expt´c3nminpη2, ηqu.
Let η “ ρalogppdq{n ď 1 and ρ2c3 ą 1, which can be achieved for sufficiently large n. We
obtain that
P
#
}pΣX,Yh ´ΣX,Yh }max ą pωX0 ` ωY0 qMX,Y ρ
c
logppdq
n
+
ď c1ppdq1´cρ2,
which implies (15). ˝
Before presenting the proof of Theorem 3, we provide some useful inequalities for es-
timated eigenpairs under the FPCA framework. For tXtp¨qutPZ, let δXjl “ min1ďl1ďltωXjl1 ´
ωXjpl1`1qu and p∆Xjl “ pΣX0,jl ´ ΣX0,jl for j “ 1, . . . , p and l “ 1, 2, . . . . It follows from (4.43) and
Lemma 4.3 of Bosq (2000) that
sup
lě1
|pωXjl ´ ωXjl | ď }p∆Xjj}S and sup
lě1
δXjl }pψjl ´ ψjl} ď 2?2}p∆Xjj}S . (38)
Similarly, for process tYtp¨qutPZ, let δYkm “ min1ďm1ďmtωYkm1 ´ ωYkpm1`1qu and p∆Ykm “ pΣY0,km ´
ΣY0,km for k “ 1, . . . , d and m “ 1, 2, . . . , we have
sup
mě1
|pωYkm ´ ωYkm| ď }p∆Ykk}S and sup
mě1
δYkm}pφkm ´ φkm} ď 2?2}p∆Ykk}S . (39)
Proof of Theorem 3 Recall that pσX,Yh,jklm “ 1n´hřn´ht“1 pζtjlpξpt`hqkm and σX,Yh,jklm “
Covpζtjl, ξpt`hqkmq “ xψjl, xΣX,Yh,jk , φkmyy. Let prjl “ pψjl ´ ψjl, pwkm “ pφkm ´ φkm and p∆X,Yh,jk “pΣX,Yh,jk ´ ΣX,Yh,jk , then
pσX,Yh,jklm ´ σX,Yh,jklm “ xprjl, xpΣX,Yh,jk , pwkmyy ` ´xprjl, xp∆X,Yh,jk , φkmyy ` xψjl, xp∆X,Yh,jk , pwkmyy¯
`
´
xprjl, xΣX,Yh,jk , φkmyy ` xψjl, xΣX,Yh,jk , pwkmyy¯` xψjl, xp∆X,Yh,jk , φkmyy
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4.
Let ΩX,Yjk,η “
!
}p∆X,Yh,jk}S ď pωX0 ` ωY0 qMX,Y η) , ΩXjj,η “ !}p∆Xjj}S ď 2MX1 ωX0 η) , ΩYkk,η “!
}p∆Ykk}S ď 2MY1 ωY0 η) and Ω1 “ !}p∆X,Yh,jk}S ď pωX0 ` ωY0 q) . By Theorem 2 and Lemma 24,
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we have
P ppΩX,Yjk,η qCq ď c1 expt´c3nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩXjj,ηqCq ď 4 expt´c˜1nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩYkk,ηqCq ď 4 expt´c˜1nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩ1qCq ď c1 expt´c3npMX,Y q´2u.
On the event of Ω1XΩX,Yη,jk XΩXjj,η XΩYkk,η, by Condition 5, (38), (39), Lemma 2 and the fact
that pωX0 ωY0 q1{2 ď 1{2pωX0 ` ωY0 q, we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I1b
ωXjlω
Y
km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď c´10 pα1α2q1{2lα1{2mα2{2}prjl}p}p∆X,Yh,jk}S ` }ΣX,Yh,jk}Sq}pwkm}
À l3α1{2`1m3α2{2`1}p∆Xjj}S}p∆Ykk}Sp}p∆X,Yh,jk}S ` pωX0 ωY0 q1{2q
À pl3α1`2 _m3α2`2qMX1 MY1 η2,
À pl3α1`2 _m3α2`2qpMX1 `MY1 q2η2,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I2b
ωXjlω
Y
km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď c´10 pα1α2q1{2lα1{2mα2{2}p∆X,Yh,jk}Sp}prjl} ` }pwkm}q
À lα1{2mα2{2}p∆X,Yh,jk}Splα1`1}p∆Xjj}S `mα2`1}p∆Ykk}Sq
À pl2α1`1 _m2α2`1qMX,Y pMX _MY qη2,
À pl2α1`1 _m2α2`1qM2X,Y η2,
By Theorem 1,
P t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I4b
ωXjlω
Y
km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě 2MXY ηu ď c1 expt´c2nminpη2, ηqu.
Next, we consider the term I3 “ xprjl, xΣX,Yh,jk , φkmyy ` xψjl, xΣX,Yh,jk , pwkmyy. By Condition 5,
Lemmas 14 and 26 for tXtutPZ and tYtutPZ, we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I3b
ωXjlω
Y
km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÀMX1 lα1`1η ` pMX1 q2lp5α1`4q{2η2 `MY1 mα2`1η ` pMY1 q2mp5α2`4q{2η2
À plα1`1 _mα2`1qpMX1 `M
Y
1 qη ` pl
p5α1`4q{2 _mp5α2`4q{2qpMX1 `M
Y
1 q
2η2
holds with probability greater than 1´16 expt´c˜4nminpη2, ηqu´8 expt´c˜4nptMX1 u2l2pα1`1q_
tMY1 u2m2pα2`1qq´1u.
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Combining the above results, we obtain that there exists positive constants ρ1, ρ2, c˜7 and
c˜8 such that
P
$&%
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ pσX,Yh,jklm ´ σX,Yh,jklmb
ωXjlω
Y
km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ1MX,Y plα1`1 _mα2`1qη ` ρ2M2X,Y pl3α1`2 _m3α2`2qη2
,.-
ď c˜8 expt´c˜7nminpη
2, ηqu ` c˜8 expt´c˜7M
´2
X,Y npl
2pα1`1q _m2pα2`1qq´1u,
where MX,Y “MX1 `MY1 `MX,Y1,1 . Applying the Boole’s inequality, we obtain that
P
$’&’% max1ďjďp,1ďkďd
1ďlďM1,1ďmďM2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ pσX,Yh,jklm ´ σX,Yh,jklmb
ωXjlω
Y
km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ1MX,Y plα1`1 _mα2`1qη ` ρ2M2X,Y pl3α1`2 _m3α2`2qη2
,/./-
ď pdM1M2tc˜8 expt´c˜7nminpη
2, ηqu ` c˜8 expt´c˜7M
´2
X,Y npl
2pα1`1q _m2pα2`1q
´1
qu.
Letting η “ ρ3
b
logppdM1M2q
n
ă 1 and ρ1 ` ρ2ρ3MX,Y pM2α1`11 _M2α2`12 qη ď ρ4, there exist
some constants c5, c6 ą 0 such that
P
$’&’% max1ďjďp,1ďkďd
1ďlďM1,1ďmďM2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ pσX,Yh,jklm ´ σX,Yh,jklmb
ωXjlω
Y
km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ3ρ4MX,Y pMα1`11 _Mα2`12 q
c
logppdM1M2q
n
,/./-
ď c5ppdM1M2q
c6 .
˝
A.2 Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 1 Under a mixed-process scenario consisting of tXtp¨qu and d-
dimensional time series tZtu, we obtain the concentration bound on pΣX,Zh ,
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xΦ1, ppΣ
X,Z
h ´Σ
X,Z
h qνy
xΦ1,Σ
X
0 pΦ1qy ` ν
TΣ
Z
0 ν
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą ´MXk1 `MZk2 `MX,Zk1,k2¯ η
+
ď c1 expt´c2nminpη
2, ηqu. (40)
Provided with Lemma 28, the above result can be proved in similar way to (13) in Theorem 1,
hence we omit it here.
Denote σZ0,kk “
a
VarpZkq, pσZ0 q2 “ max1ďkďdVarpZkq ă 8 and MX,Z “ MX1 `MZ1 `
MX,Z1,1 . Letting Φ1 “ p0, . . . , 0, tωXjl u´
1
2ψjl, 0, . . . , 0qT and ν “ p0, . . . , 0, tσZ0,kku´1, 0, . . . , 0qT ,
we obtain that ∆h,jkl “ xΦ1, ppΣX,Zh ´ ΣX,Zh qνy “ pωXjl q´1{2pσZ0,kkq´1xψjl, pΣX,Zh,jk ´ ΣX,Zh,jky and
xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy “ νTΣZ0 ν “ 1. Then }ΣX,Zh,jk ´ ΣX,Zh,jk}2 “
ř8
l“1 ω
X
jl pσZ0,kkq2∆2h,jkl. By Jensen’s
32
inequality, we have that
E
!››pΣX,Zh,jk ´ ΣX,Zh,jk››2qS ) ď pσZ0,kkq2q´ 8ÿ
l“1
ωXjl
¯q´1 8ÿ
l“1
ωXjlE
ˇˇ
∆h,jkl
ˇˇ2q ď tσZ0 u2qtωX0 uq sup
l
E
ˇˇ
∆h,jkl
ˇˇ2q
.
By (40), we obtain that
P t|∆h,jkl| ą 2MX,Zηu ď c1 expt´c2nminpη2, ηqu.
Combining the above results and following the similar argument in the proof of Theorem 2
in Guo and Qiao (2020) yields
P
"
}pΣX,Zh,jk ´ ΣX,Zh,jk} ą 2MX,ZσZ0bωX0 η* ď c1 expt´c3nminpη2, ηqu.
Then with the fact that 2
a
pσZ0 q2ωX0 ď pσZ0 q2 ` ωX0 , we obtain
P
!
}pΣX,Zh,jk ´ ΣX,Zh,jk} ą ppσZ0 q2 ` ωX0 qMX,Zη) ď c1 expt´c3nminpη2, ηqu. (41)
This also implies (16).
Recall that p̺X,Zh,jkl “ 1n´hřn´ht“1 pζtjlZpt`hqk and ̺X,Zh,jkl “ Covpζtjl, Zpt`hqkq. Let prjl “ pψjl ´ψjl
and p∆X,Zh,jk “ pΣX,Zh,jk ´ ΣX,Zh,jk. We have
p̺X,Zh,jkl ´ ̺X,Zh,jkl “ xprjl, p∆X,Zh,jky ` xprjl,ΣX,Zh,jky ` xψjl, p∆X,Zh,jky
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3.
Let ΩX,Zjk,η “
!
}p∆X,Zh,jk} ď pωX0 ` pσZ0 q2qMX,Zη) , ΩXjj,η “ !}p∆Xjj}S ď 2MX1 ωX0 η) and Ω1 “!
}p∆X,Zh,jk} ď pωX0 ` pσZ0 q2q) . By (41) and Lemma 24, we have
P ppΩX,Yjk,η qCq ď c1 expt´c3nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩXjj,ηqCq ď 4 expt´c˜1nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩ1qCq ď c1 expt´c3npMX,Zq´2u.
On the event of Ω1XΩX,Zη,jk XΩXjj,η, by Condition 5, (38), Lemma 2 and pσZ0 q2 ă 8, we obtain
that ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I1b
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ À lα1{2}p∆X,Zh,jk}}prjl} À l3α1{2`1}p∆X,Zh,jk}}p∆Xjj}S
À l3α1{2`1MX,ZMX1 η2.
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By Condition 5, Lemma 26 and }ΣXZh,jk} ď ω1{20 σZ0,kk, we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I2b
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÀMX1 lα1`1η ` pMX1 q2lp5α1`4q{2η2
holds with probability greater than 1´8 expt´c˜4nminpη2, ηqu´4 expt´c˜4nptMX1 u´2l´2pα1`1qqu.
By (40) and the fact that
a
pσZ0 q2ωX0 ď 1{2tpσZ0 q2 ` ωX0 u, we obtain that
P t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I3b
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě 2MX,ZσZ0 ηu ď c1 expt´c2nminpη2, ηqu.
Combining the above results, we obtain that there exists positive constants ρ5, ρ6, c˜9 and
c˜10 such that
P
$&%
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ p̺X,Zh,jkl ´ ̺X,Zh,jklb
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ5MX,Z lα1`1η ` ρ6M2X,Z lp5α1`4q{2η2
,.-
ď c˜10 expt´c˜9nminpη
2, ηqu ` c˜10 expt´c˜9M
´2
X,Znl
´2pα1`1qu.
Letting η “ ρ7
b
logppdM1q
n
ă 1 and ρ5`ρ6ρ7MX,ZM1.5α1`11 η ď ρ8, there exist some constants
c7, c8 ą 0 such that
P
$’&’% max1ďjďp,1ďkďd
1ďlďM1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ p̺X,Zh,jkl ´ ̺X,Zh,jklb
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ7ρ8MX,ZMα1`11
c
logppdM1q
n
,/./- ď c7ppdM1qc8 ,
which implies (18). ˝
Proof of Proposition 2 To simplify our notation, we will denote pσX,ǫh,jlm and σX,ǫh,jlm bypσh,jlm and σh,jlm in subsequent proofs. Recall that pσh,jlm “ xpψjl, xpΣX,ǫh,j , pφmyy and σh,jlm “
xψjl, xΣX,ǫh,j , φmy. Since we assume tXtp¨qu and tǫtp¨qu are independent processes, σh,jlm “ 0.
Let prjl “ pψjl ´ ψjl, pwm “ pφm ´ φm and p∆X,ǫh,j “ pΣX,ǫh,j ´ ΣX,ǫh,j .
pσh,jlm “ xprjl, xpΣX,ǫh,j , pwmyy ` ´xprjl, xp∆X,ǫh,j , φmyy ` xψjl, xp∆X,ǫh,j , pwmyy¯
` xψjl, xp∆X,ǫh,j , φmyy
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3.
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Denote ΩX,ǫj,η “
!
}p∆X,ǫh,j }S ď pωX0 ` ωǫ0qMX,ǫη) , ΩXjj,η “ !}p∆Xjj}S ď 2MX1 ωX0 η) , ΩYη “!
}p∆Y }S ď 2MY ωY0 η) and Ω1 “ !}p∆X,ǫh,j }S ď pωX0 ` ωǫ0q) . By Theorem 2 and Lemma 24, we
have
P ppΩX,ǫj,η qCq ď c1 expt´c3nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩXjj,ηqCq ď 4 expt´c˜1nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩYη qCq ď 4 expt´c˜1nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩ1qCq ď c1 expt´c3npMX,ǫq´2u.
On the event of Ω1 XΩX,ǫj,η XΩXjj,η XΩYη , by Condition 5, (38), (39) and Lemma 2, we obtain
that ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I1b
ωXjlω
Y
m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď c´10 pα1α2q1{2lα1{2mα2{2}prjl}p}p∆X,ǫh,j }S ` }ΣX,ǫh,j }Sq}pwm}
À pl3α1`2 _m3α2`2qMX1 MY η2,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I2b
ωXjlω
Y
m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ À lα1{2mα2{2}p∆X,ǫh,j }Splα1`1}p∆Xjj}S `mα2`1}p∆Y }Sq
À pl2α1`1 _m2α2`1qMX,ǫtMX1 `MY uη2,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I3b
ωXjlω
Y
m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď c´10 pα1α2q1{2lα1{2mα2{2}p∆X,ǫh,j }S À plα1 _mα2qMX,ǫη.
Combining the above results, we obtain that there exists positive constants ρ9, ρ10, c˜11
and c˜12 such that
P
$&%
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ pσh,jlmb
ωXjlω
Y
m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ9MX,ǫplα1 _mα2qη ` ρ10MX,ǫpMX1 `MY1 qpl3α1`2 _m3α2`2qη2
,.-
ď c˜12 expt´c˜11nminpη2, ηqu ` c˜12 expt´c˜11M´2X,ǫnu.
Letting η “ ρ11
b
logppM1M2q
n
ă 1 and ρ9 ` ρ10ρ11tMX1 `MY upM2α1`21 _M2α2`22 qη ď ρ12,
there exist some constants c9, c10 ą 0 such that
P
$’&’% max1ďjďp
1ďlďM1,1ďmďM2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ pσh,jlm ´ σh,jlmb
ωXjlω
Y
m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ11ρ12pMX1 `MǫqpMα11 _Mα22 q
c
logppM1M2q
n
,/./-
ď c9ppM1M2q
c10 ,
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which completes the proof. ˝
Proof of Proposition 3 Recall that p̺X,ǫh,jl “ 1n´hřn´ht“1 pζtjlǫt`h and ̺X,ǫh,jl “ Covpζtjl, ǫt`hq.
Let prjl “ pψjl ´ ψjl and p∆X,ǫh,j “ pΣX,ǫh,j ´ ΣX,ǫh,j . We have
p̺X,ǫh,jl ´ ̺X,ǫh,jl “ xprjl, p∆X,ǫh,j y ` xψjl, p∆X,ǫh,j y
“ I1 ` I2.
Let ΩX,ǫj,η “
!
}p∆X,ǫh,j } ď pωX0 ` pσǫ0q2qMX,ǫη)and ΩXjj,η “ !}p∆Xjj}S ď 2MX1 ωX0 η) . By (41) and
Lemma 24, we have
P ppΩX,ǫj,η qCq ď c1 expt´c3nminpη2, ηqu,
P ppΩXjj,ηqCq ď 4 expt´c˜1nminpη2, ηqu.
On the event of ΩX,ǫη,j X ΩXjj,η, by Condition 5, (38) and Lemma 2, we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I1b
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ À lα1{2}p∆X,ǫh,j }}prjl} À l3α1{2`1}p∆X,ǫh,j }}p∆Xjj}S
À l3α1{2`1MX,ǫMX1 η2.
By (40) and the fact that
a
pσǫ0q2ωX0 ď 1{2tpσǫ0q2 ` ωX0 u, we obtain that
P t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ I2b
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě 2MX,ǫσǫ0ηu ď c1 expt´c2nminpη2, ηqu.
Combining the above results, we obtain that there exists positive constants ρ13, ρ14, c˜13
and c˜14 such that
P
$&%
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ p̺X,ǫh,jl ´ ̺X,ǫh,jlb
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ13MX,ǫη ` ρ14l3α1{2`1MX,ǫMX1 η2
,.- ď c˜14 expt´c˜13nminpη2, ηqu.
Letting η “ ρ15
b
logppM1q
n
ă 1 and ρ13 ` ρ14ρ15MX1 M3α1{2`11 η ď ρ16, there exist some
constants c11, c12 ą 0 such that
P
$’&’% max1ďjďp
1ďlďM1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ p̺X,ǫh,jl ´ ̺X,ǫh,jlb
ωXjl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě ρ15ρ16MX,ǫ
c
logppM1q
n
,/./- ď c11ppM1qc12 ,
which implies (20). ˝
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A.3 Technical Lemmas and Their Proofs
Lemma 1 The non-functional version of our proposed cross-spectral stability measure sat-
isfies
ess sup
θPr´π,πs,ν1PR
p
0
,ν2PRd0
ˇˇˇ
νT1f
X,Y
θ ν2
ˇˇˇ
a
νT1ν1
a
νT2ν2
ď ĂMX,Y ,
where ĂMX,Y is defined in (6).
Proof. For any fixed θ P r´π, πs, we perform singular value decomposition on fX,Yθ “
UDVT , where D is a diagonal matrix with singular values tσiu of fX,Yθ on the diagonal.
Then
max
ν1PrRp0 ,ν2PrRd0
ˇˇˇ
νT1f
X,Y
θ ν2
ˇˇˇ
a
νT1ν1
a
νT2ν2
“ max
xPrRp
0
,yPrRd
0
|xTDy|?
xTx
?
yTy
px “ UTν1 y “ VTν2q
“ max
xPrRp
0
,yPrRd
0
ř
xiyiσi?
xTx
?
yTy
ď max
xPrRp
0
,yPrRd
0
ař
x2i
řpyiσiq2ař
x2i
ař
y2i
“ max
yPrRd
0
dřpyiσiq2ř
y2i
ď maxpσiq “ max
νPrRd
0
d
νTtfX,Yθ u˚fX,Yθ ν
νTν
.
This holds almost everywhere for θ P r´π, πs, which completes our proof. ˝
Lemma 2 Suppose that Conditions 3 and 4 hold, then ωX0 “ max1ďjďp
ş
U
ΣX0,jjpu, uqdu ă 8.
Proof. Recall that Xtpuq “
8ř
l“0
ş
Alpu, vqεt´lpvqdv and εtp¨q’s are i.i.d. mean-zero functional
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processes. Let Al,j denote the j-th row of Al. Then
max
1ďjďp
ż
ΣX0,jjpu, uqdu
“ max
j
ż
E tXtjpuqXtjpuqu du
“ max
j
8ÿ
l“0
ż ż
Al,jpu, vqΣε0pv, vqtAl,jpu, vquTdvdu
“ max
j
8ÿ
l“0
pÿ
k,k1“1
ż ż
Σε0,kk1pv, vqAl,jkpu, vqAl,jk1pu, vqdvdu
ď max
j
8ÿ
l“0
pÿ
k,k1“1
ż
Σε0,kk1pv, vqdv
ż ż
Al,jkpu, vqAl,jk1pu, vqdvdu
ď max
j
ˆ
max
k,k1
ż
Σε0,kk1pv, vqdv
˙˜ 8ÿ
l“0
pÿ
k,k1“1
ż ż
Al,jkpu, vqAl,jk1pu, vqdvdu
¸
ď ωε0max
j
8ÿ
l“0
˜
pÿ
k“1
pÿ
k1“1
dż ż
pAl,jkpu, vqq2dvdu
ż ż
pAl,jk1pu, vqq2dvdu
¸
“ ωε0max
j
8ÿ
l“0
p
pÿ
k“1
}Al,jk}Sq2 “ ωε0
ÿ
l“0
}Al}28 ď ωε0t
ÿ
l“0
}Al}8u2 ă 8,
which completes our proof. ˝
Before presenting Lemma 3, we define sub-Gaussian distribution and sub-Gaussian norm
as follows. A centered random variable x with variance proxy σ2 is sub-Gaussian if for
any t ą 0, P p|x| ą tq ď 2 expp´t2{p2σ2qq. The sub-Gaussian norm of x is defined by
}x}ψ2 “ inftK ą 0 : E exppx2{K2q ď 2u.
Lemma 3 Let x “ px1, . . . , xnq P Rn be a random vector with independent mean zero sub-
Gaussian coordinates. Without loss of generality, we assume that Ex2i “ 1 for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Let A be an n ˆ n matrix. Then there exists some universal constant c ą 0 such that for
any given η ą 0,
P p|xTAx´ ExTAx| ě }A}ηq ď 2 exp
"
´cmin
ˆ
η2
rankpAq , η
˙*
. (42)
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.1 of Rudelson and Vershynin (2013) and }xi}ψ2 “ 1 for
i “ 1, . . . , n, that there exists a constant c ą 0 such that
P p|xTAx´ ExTAx| ě tq ď 2 exp
"
´cmin
ˆ
t2
}A}2F
,
t
}A}
˙*
.
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By }A}F ď
a
rankpAq}A} and letting t “ η}A}, we obtain (42). ˝
Lemma 4 Suppose that sub-Gaussian process tεtjp¨qutPZ follows Definition 3. Then under
Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion εtjp¨q “
ř8
l“1 ξtjlφjlp¨q “
ř8
l“1
a
ωεjlatjlφjlp¨q with Epatjlq “ 0 and
Epa2tjlq “ 1 for t P Z and j “ 1 . . . , p, atjl follows sub-Gaussian distribution with }atjl}ψ2 “ 1,
that is for all η ą 0, t P Z, j “ 1, . . . , p and l ě 1,
P r|atjl| ą ηs ď 2 expp´η2{2q.
Proof. By Definition 3, for all x P H, Etexx,Xyu ď eα2xx,Σ0pxqy{2. Combining with the choice
of x “ cφjlp¨q for c ą 0 and orthonormality of tφjlp¨qu yields
Epec
?
ωε
jl
atjlq ď eα2c2ωεjl{2.
Without loss of generality, we assume α “ 1. By Markov’s inequality and the above result,
we have that for all c ą 0,
P patjl ą ηq ď P pec
?
ωε
jl
atjl ą ec
?
ωε
jl
ηq ď Epe
c
?
ωε
jl
atjlq
e
c
?
ωε
jl
η
ď ec2ωεjl{2´c
?
ωε
jl
η
.
Choosing c “ η{aωεjl, we have P patjl ą ηq ď e´ η22 . In the same manner with the choice of
x “ ´cφjlp¨q for c ą 0, we can prove P patjl ă ´ηq ď e´ η
2
2 . Combining the above results,
P r|atjl| ą ηs “ P patjl ą ηq ` P patjl ă ´ηq ď 2e´ η
2
2 which completes the proof. ˝
Before presenting Lemma 5 below, we give some definitions:
(i) Suppose that e “ pe1, . . . , eNqT P HN is formed by N independent mean zero sub-
Gaussian processes with eip¨q “
ř8
l“1
a
ωeilailφilp¨q under the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion.
Define ϕM,i “
`?
ωei1φi1, . . . ,
?
ωeiMφiM
˘
T
.
(ii) SupposeK “ pKijqNˆN with each Kij P S. For any nonempty subset G Ă Z` = {1,2,. . . }
with |G| ă 8, write G “ tg1, . . . , g|G|u with g1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă g|G| and φG,i “ pφig1, . . . , φig|G|qT for
each i “ 1, . . . , N . Let ΦG “ diagpφTG,1, . . . ,φTG,Nq, then we define
rankpKq “ sup
GĂZ`,|G|ă8
rank
ˆż ż
ΦTGpuqKpu, vqΦGpvqdudv
˙
.
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Condition 16 Let ΠM “
ş ş
ΘTMpuqKpu, vqΘMpvqdudv with ΘM “ diagpϕTM,1, . . . ,ϕTM,Nq
and K “ pKijqNˆN with each Kij P S. It satisfies that }ΠM} ď bM and limMÑ8 bM “ b.
Lemma 5 Suppose that max1ďiďN
ş
U
Σeiipu, uqdu ă 8 and K satisfies Condition 16. Then,
there exists some universal constant c ą 0 such that for any given η ą 0,
P p|xe,Kpeqy ´ Exe,Kpeqy| ě bηq ď 2 exp
"
´cmin
ˆ
η2
rankpKq , η
˙*
. (43)
Proof. We organize our proof as follows: First, we truncate eip¨q to M-dimensional process
eM,ip¨q “
řM
l“1
a
ωeilailφilp¨q, then apply Hanson-Wright inequality in Lemma 3 and finally
show that the inequality still hold under the infinite-dimensional setting.
Rewrite eM “ peM,1, . . . , eM,NqT with eM,i “ aTM,iϕM,i and aM,i “ pai1, . . . , aiMqT . Let
aM “ paTM,1, . . . , aTM,NqT P RNM , then we have xeM ,KpeMqy “ aTMΠMaM . By Lemma 4,
elements in aM P RNM are i.i.d. sub-Gaussian with Epailq “ 0 and Epa2ilq “ 1. Combining
this with Lemma 3 yields
P p|xeM ,KpeMqy ´ ExeM ,KpeMqy| ě bMηq
ď P p|aTMΠMaM ´ EaTMΠMaM | ě }ΠM}ηq ď 2 exp
"
´cmin
ˆ
η2
rankpΠMq , η
˙*
.
(44)
It follows from Lemma 6 that xeM ,KpeMqy converges in probability to xe,Kpeqy and
limMÑ8 ExeM ,KpeMqy “ Exe,Kpeqy. These results together with Condition 16 imply that
xeM ,KpeMqy ´ ExeM ,KpeMqy ´ bMη
converges in distribution to
xe,Kpeqy ´ Exe,Kpeqy ´ bη.
Finally, by the fact that rankpΠMq ď rankpKq and taking M Ñ8 on both sides of (44), we
obtain (43), which completes the proof. ˝
Lemma 6 Under the same assumption and notation in Lemma 5 and its proof, we have
lim
MÑ8
E
 }eM ´ e}2( “ 0 (45)
and
lim
MÑ8
ExeM ,KpeMqy “ Exe,Kpeqy. (46)
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Proof. Since }eM ´ e}2 “
řN
i“1 }eM,i´ ei}2 “
řN
i“1 }
ř8
l“M`1
a
ωeilailφil}2, it suffices to show
limMÑ8 E
 }ř8l“M`1aωeilailφil}2( “ 0. By Epailail1q “ 1tl “ l1u and the orthonormality of
tφilu, we have
E
$&%
ż ˜ 8ÿ
l“M`1
a
ωεilailφilpuq
¸2
du
,.- “ 8ÿ
l“M`1
ωεil.
This together with Condition 4 implies that above goes to zero asM Ñ8., which completes
the proof of (45).
By triangle inequality, we have
|ExeM ,KpeMqy ´ Exe,Kpeqy| ď |ExeM ,KpeM ´ eqy| ` |ExpeM ´ eq,Kpeqy|. (47)
By Jensen’s inequality and Lemma 11, we have
|ExeM ,KpeM ´ eqy|2 ď }K}2FEp}eM}2qEp}eM ´ e}2q,
|ExpeM ´ eq,Kpeqy|2 ď }K}2FEp}e}2qEp}eM ´ e}2q.
From (45), we have limMÑ8 E t}eM ´ e}2u “ 0 and limMÑ8 Et}eM }2u “ Et}e}2u. Combining
these with Ep}e}2q ď N max1ďiďN
ş
U
Σeiipu, uqdu ă 8 and }K}F ă 8 implies the right side
of (47) goes to zero when M Ñ8, which completes the proof of (46). ˝
Lemma 7 Suppose Conditions 1, 3 and 4 hold for stationary sub-Gaussian process tXtp¨qutPZ.
Let XM,L,tpuq “
Lř
l“0
AlpεM,t´lq. Then, for any Φ1 P Hp0 with }Φ1}0 ď k and k “ 1, . . . , p,
lim
MÑ8
MpfXM,L,Φ1q “MpfXL ,Φ1q.
Proof. By the definitions of MpfXM,L,Φq and fXM,L,θpΦq in the proof of Theorem 1 in Ap-
pendix A.1, we have
lim
MÑ8
|MpfXM,L,Φ1q ´MpfXL ,Φ1q|
“ 2π lim
MÑ8
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇess supθPr´π,πs |xΦ1, fXM,L,θpΦ1qy| ´ ess supθPr´π,πs |xΦ1, fXL,θpΦ1qy|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 2π lim
MÑ8
ess sup
θPr´π,πs
ˇˇ|xΦ1, fXM,L,θpΦ1qy| ´ |xΦ1, fXL,θpΦ1qy|ˇˇ
ď }Φ1}2 lim
MÑ8
›››››ÿ
hPZ
pΣXM,L,h ´ΣXL,hq
›››››
F
(by Lemma 11 and | expp´ihθq| “ 1)
ď }Φ1}2 lim
MÑ8
ÿ
hPZ
››ΣXM,L,h ´ΣXL,h››F .
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Provided that }Φ1}2 ă 8, it suffices to prove that
ř8
h“´8
››ΣXM,L,h ´ΣXL,h››F ă 8 and
limMÑ8
››ΣXM,L,h ´ΣXL,h››F “ 0.
By triangle inequality and Lemma 12, we obtain that
8ÿ
h“´8
››ΣXM,L,h ´ΣXL,h››F ď 8ÿ
h“´8
}ΣXM,L,h}F `
8ÿ
h“´8
}ΣXL,h}F ă 8.
We next prove limMÑ8
››ΣXM,L,h ´ΣXL,h››F “ 0. Write
ΣXM,L,hpu, vq “ E
 
XM,L,t´hpuqXTM,L,tpvq
( “ L´hÿ
l“0
ż
Al`hpu, u1qΣεM0 pu1, v1qtAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1,
ΣXL,hpu, vq “ E
 
XL,t´hpuqXTL,tpvq
( “ L´hÿ
l“0
ż
Al`hpu, u1qΣε0pu1, v1qtAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1.
Then,
lim
MÑ8
››ΣXM,L,h ´ΣXL,h››F “ limMÑ8
›››››L´hÿ
l“0
ż
Al`hpu, u1qtΣεM0 pu1, v1q ´Σε0pu1, v1qutAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1
›››››
F
ď
L´hÿ
l“0
}Al}F }Al`h}F lim
MÑ8
}ΣεM0 ´Σε0}F pby Lemma 11q
ď
L´hÿ
l“0
}Al}F }Al`h}F lim
MÑ8
#ÿ
j,k
}ΣεMh,jk ´ Σεh,jk}2S
+1{2
ď
L´hÿ
l“0
}Al}F }Al`h}F lim
MÑ8
ÿ
j,k
}ΣεM0,jk ´ Σε0,jk}S
“ 0 pby Lemmas 12 and 13q
which completes the proof. ˝
Lemma 8 Suppose that conditions in Lemma 7 hold. For any Φ1 P Hp0 with }Φ1}0 ď k and
k “ 1, . . . , p, define Y “ pxΦ1,X1y, . . . , xΦ1,XnyqT . Then
}VarpYq} ďMpfX ,Φ1q ďMXk xΦ1,ΣX0 pΦ1qy.
Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 1 in Guo and Qiao (2020) and hence
the proof is omitted here. ˝
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Lemma 9 Suppose that conditions in Lemma 7 hold. Let XL,tpuq “
Lř
l“0
Alpεt´lq. For any
Φ1 P Hp0 with }Φ1}0 ď k and k “ 1, . . . , p, define YL “ pxΦ1,XL,1y, . . . , xΦ1,XL,nyqT and
Y “ pxΦ1,X1y, . . . , xΦ1,XnyqT , then
lim
LÑ8
E
 }YL ´Y}2( “ 0 (48)
and
lim
LÑ8
E rYTLYLs “ E rYTYs . (49)
Proof of (48). By definitions of YL and Y, we have that
E
 }YL ´Y}2( “ nÿ
t“1
E
 |xΦ1,XL,t ´Xty|2(
By Lemma 11, we have E t|xΦ1,XL,t ´Xty|2u ď }Φ1}2Et}XL,t´Xt}2u.With the fact }Φ1}2 ă
8, it suffices to prove that limLÑ8 Et}XL,t ´Xt}2u “ 0 for t “ 1, . . . , n. By Lemma 13, we
have Ep}εt´l}q ď ?pωε0 . This together with Lemma 11 implies that
Ep}XL,t ´Xt}2q “ E
$&%
››››› 8ÿ
l“L`1
ż
Alpu, vqεt´lpvqdv
›››››
2
,.-
ď E
˜
8ÿ
l1“L`1
8ÿ
l2“L`1
}Al1}F }Al2}F }εt´l1}}εt´l2}
¸
ď pωε0
˜
8ÿ
l“L`1
}Al}F
¸2
.
By Lemma 12, we have
ř8
l“0 }Al}F ă 8. This together with the above yields
lim
LÑ8
Et}XL,t ´Xt}2u “ 0, (50)
which completes the proof of (48).
Proof of (49). Next we show that limLÑ8 E rYTLYLs ´ E rYTYs “ 0. Write
|E rYTLYLs ´ E rYTYs| “ n
ˇˇxΦ1, pΣXL,0 ´ΣX0 qpΦ1qyˇˇ
“ n
ˇˇˇˇż
ΦT1 puqE
`
XL,tpuqXTL,tpvq ´XtpuqXTt pvq
˘
Φ1pvqdudv
ˇˇˇˇ
ď n
ˇˇˇˇż
ΦT1E pXL,tpXL,t ´XtqT qΦ1dudv
ˇˇˇˇ
` n
ˇˇˇˇż
ΦT1E ppXL,t ´XtqXTt qΦ1dudv
ˇˇˇˇ
.
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By Jensen’s inequality and Lemma 11, we haveˇˇˇˇż
ΦT1E pXL,tpXL,t ´XtqT qΦ1dudv
ˇˇˇˇ2
ď }Φ1}4Et}XL,t}2uEt}XL,t ´Xt}2u,ˇˇˇˇż
ΦT1E ppXL,t ´XtqXTt qΦ1dudv
ˇˇˇˇ2
ď }Φ1}4Et}Xt}2uEt}XL,t ´Xt}2u.
Combining the above results with (50), we complete the proof of (49). ˝
Lemma 10 Suppose that conditions in Lemma 7 hold. Let XL,tpuq “
Lř
l“0
Alpεt´lq. Then,
for any Φ1 P Hp0 with }Φ1}0 ď k and k “ 1, . . . , p,
lim
LÑ8
MpfXL ,Φ1q “MpfX ,Φ1q.
Proof. By definitions of MpfX,Φq and fXθ pΦq, we have
lim
LÑ8
|MpfXL ,Φ1q ´MpfX,Φ1q|
“ 2π lim
LÑ8
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇess supθPr´π,πs |xΦ1, fXL,θpΦ1qy| ´ ess supθPr´π,πs |xΦ1, fXθ pΦ1qy|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 2π lim
LÑ8
ess sup
θPr´π,πs
ˇˇ|xΦ1, fXL,θpΦ1qy| ´ |xΦ1, fXθ pΦ1qy|ˇˇ
ď }Φ1}2 lim
LÑ8
›››››ÿ
hPZ
pΣXL,h ´ΣXh q
›››››
F
pby Lemma 11 and | expp´ihθq| “ 1q
ď }Φ1}2 lim
LÑ8
ÿ
hPZ
››ΣXL,h ´ΣXh ››F .
With }Φ1}2 ă 8, it suffices to prove
ř8
h“´8
››ΣXL,h ´ΣXh ››F ă 8 and limLÑ8 ››ΣXL,h ´ΣXh ››F “
0.
By triangle inequality and Lemma 12, we obtain that
8ÿ
h“´8
››ΣXL,h ´ΣXh ››F ď 8ÿ
h“´8
}ΣXL,h}F `
8ÿ
h“´8
}ΣXh }F ă 8.
We next prove limLÑ8
››ΣXL,h ´ΣXh ››F “ 0. Write
ΣXh pu, vq “ E pXt´hpuqXTt pvqq “
8ÿ
l“0
ż
Al`hpu, u1qΣε0pu1, v1qtAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1,
ΣXL,hpu, vq “ E
`
XL,t´hpuqXTL,tpvq
˘ “ L´hÿ
l“0
ż
Al`hpu, u1qΣε0pu1, v1qtAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1.
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Then,
lim
LÑ8
››ΣXL,h ´ΣXh ››F “ limLÑ8
››››› 8ÿ
l“L´h`1
ż
Al`hpu, u1qΣε0pu1, v1qtAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1
›››››
F
ď pωε0 lim
LÑ8
8ÿ
l“L´h`1
}Al}F }Al`h}F pby Lemmas 11 and 13q
ď pωε0 lim
LÑ8
8ÿ
l“L´h`1
}Al}F
8ÿ
l“L´h`1
}Al`h}F
“ 0 pby Lemma 12q,
which completes the proof. ˝
Lemma 11 (i)Let A “ pAijqpˆq with each Aij P S and B “ pB1, . . . , BqqT P Hq.››››ż ż Apu, vqBpvqdudv›››› ď }A}F }B}. (51)
Similarly, we have
}ApuqBpuq} ď }A}F }B},
}ApuqBpvq} ď }A}F }B},››››ż Apu, vqBpvqdv›››› ď }A}F }B},
(52)
(ii)Let A “ pAijqpˆq with each Aij P S and B “ pBjkqqˆr with each Bjk P S. Then we have
››››ż Apu, zqBpz, vqdz››››
F
ď }A}F }B}F .
(53)
Proof of (51). Let C “ ş şApu, vqBpvqdudv, then |Ci| “ |řk ş şAikpu, vqBkpvqdudv| ďř
k }Aik}S}Bk}.
}C}2 “
ÿ
i
|Ci|2 ď
ÿ
i
p
ÿ
k
}Aik}S}Bk}q2
ď
ÿ
i
p
ÿ
k
}Aik}2Sqp
ÿ
k
}Bk}2q pby Cauchy-Schwarz inequalityq
ď
ÿ
i,k
}Aik}2S
ÿ
k
}Bk}2 “ }A}2F }B}2.
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Proof of (52). Let Cpuq “ ApuqBpuq, then Cipuq “
ř
k AikpuqBkpuq.
}C}2 “
ÿ
i
ż
Cipuq2du “
ÿ
i
ż #ÿ
k
AikpuqBkpuq
+2
du
ď
ÿ
i
#ÿ
k
ż
AikpuqBkpuqdu
+2
ď
ÿ
i
p
ÿ
k
}Aik}}Bk}q2 ď }A}2F }B}2.
By similar arguments, we can prove the other two inequalities in (52).
Proof of (53). Let Cpu, vq “ şApu, zqBpz, vqdz, then Cijpu, vq “ řk şAikpu, zqBkjpz, vqdz.
}C}2F “
ÿ
i,j
ż ż
Cijpu, vq2dudv “
ÿ
i,j
ż ż #ÿ
k
ż
Aikpu, zqBkjpz, vqdz
+2
dudv
ď
ÿ
i,j
#ÿ
k
ż ż ż
Aikpu, zqBkjpz, vqdzdudv
+2
ď
ÿ
i,j
p
ÿ
k
}Aik}S}Bkj}Sq2 ď }A}2F }B}2F .
˝
Lemma 12 Suppose that conditions in Lemma 7 hold. Then we have
8ÿ
l“0
}Al}F ă 8
and ÿ
hPZ
}ΣXh }F ď 2pωε0
#
8ÿ
l“0
}Al}F
+2
ă 8.
Proof. It follows from Condition 3 that
8ÿ
l“0
}Al}F “
8ÿ
l“0
#ÿ
j,k
}Al,jk}2S
+1{2
ď
8ÿ
l“0
ÿ
j
}Al}8 ă 8.
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Provided that Xtpuq “
8ř
l“0
ş
Alpu, vqεt´lpvqdv and εtp¨q’s are i.i.d. mean zero sub-
Gaussian processes, we have
ΣXh pu, vq “ E tXt´hpuqXTt pvqu
“
8ÿ
l“0
ż
Al`hpu, u1qE
 
εt´lpu1qεTt´lpv1q
( tAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1
“
8ÿ
l“0
ż
Al`hpu, u1qΣε0pu1, v1qtAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1.
This together with the fact that ΣX´hpu, vq “
 
ΣXh pv, uq
(T
implies that
ÿ
hPZ
}ΣXh pu, vq}F ď 2
8ÿ
h“0
}ΣXh pu, vq}F
“ 2
8ÿ
h“0
}
8ÿ
l“0
ż
Al`hpu, u1qΣε0pu1, v1qtAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1}F
ď 2
8ÿ
h“0
8ÿ
l“0
}
ż
Al`hpu, u1qΣε0pu1, v1qtAlpv, v1quTdu1dv1}F
ď 2
8ÿ
h“0
8ÿ
l“0
}Al}F }Al`h}F }Σε0}F pby Lemma 11q
ď 2pωε0
#
8ÿ
l“0
}Al}F
+2
ă 8 pby Lemme 13q,
which completes the proof. ˝
Lemma 13 For a p-dimensional vector process tXtp¨qutPZ, whose lag-h autocovariance ma-
trix function is Σh “ pΣh,jkq1ďj,kďp with each Σh,jk P S and ω0 “ max1ďjďp
ş
Σ0,jjpu, uqdu ă
8, we have
}Σh,jk}S ď ω0, }Σh}F ď pω0, Ep}Xt}q ď ?pω0 and Ep}Xt}2q ď pω0.
Let XM,tjp¨q “
řM
l“1 ξtjlφjlp¨q be the M-truncated process, we have
lim
MÑ8
}ΣXMh,jk ´ ΣXh,jk}S “ 0. (54)
Proof. By Σh,jk “
ř8
l,m“1 Epξtjlξpt`hqkmqφjlpuqφkmpvq, orthonormality of tφjlu and Cauchy–
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Schwarz inequality, we obtain
}Σh,jk}2S “
ż # 8ÿ
l,m“1
Epξtjlξpt`hqkmqφjlpuqφkmpvq
+2
dudv
“
8ÿ
l,m“1
Epξtjlξpt`hqkmq2 ď
8ÿ
l,m“1
Epξ2tjlqEpξ2pt`hqkmq ď ω20.
This implies that }Σh}2F “
ř
j,k }Σh,jk}2S ď p2ω20. By the similar arguments, we have
}ΣXMh,jk ´ ΣXh,jk}2S “
ż # 8ÿ
l,m“M`1
Epξtjlξpt`hqkmqφjlpuqφkmpvq
+2
dudv
“
8ÿ
l,m“M`1
Epξtjlξpt`hqkmq2 ď
8ÿ
l,m“M`1
Epξ2tjlqEpξ2pt`hqkmq.
Since
ř8
l“0Epξ2tjlq ď ω0 ă 8, the above goes to zero when M Ñ 8, completing the proof of
(54).
Provided that Xtjp¨q “
ř8
l“1 ξtjlφjlp¨q, orthonormality of tφjlu and Jensen’s inequality, we
have
Ep}Xt}q “ E
$&%
gffe pÿ
j“1
ż
X2tjpuqdu
,.- ď
gffe pÿ
j“1
E
"ż
X2tjpuqdu
*
ď
gffe pÿ
j“1
8ÿ
l“0
Epξ2tjlq ď
?
pω0.
Similarly, we obtain that Ep}Xt}2q “ E
!řp
j“1
ş
X2tjpuqdu
)
“ řjřl Epξ2tjlq ď pω0. ˝
Lemma 14 For process tXtp¨qutPZ and tYtp¨qutPZ, we have that
}ΣX,Yh,jk}S ď
b
ωX0 ω
Y
0 ,
and
}xΣX,Yh,jk , φkmy} ď
b
ωX0 ω
Y
km and }xΣX,Yh,jk , ψjly} ď
b
ωXjlω
Y
0 .
Proof. This lemma can be proved in similar way to Lemma 8 of Guo and Qiao (2020) and
hence the proof is omitted here. ˝
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B Proofs of Theoretical Results in Section 3
We present the proof of Theorem 4 in Appendix B.1 and proofs of Propositions 4–6 in
Appendix B.2, followed by the supporting technical lemmas and their proofs in Appendix B.3.
To simplify our notation, for a square-block matrix B “ pBjkq1ďjďp1,1ďkďp2 P Rp1qˆp2q with
the pj, kq-th block Bjk P Rqˆq, we use }B}pqqmax and }B}pqq1 to denote its block versions of
elementwise ℓ8 and matrix ℓ1 norms.
B.1 Proof of Theorem 4
Denote the minimizer of (23) by pB P RpL`1qpq1ˆq2 . Then
1
2pn´ Lq}
pU´ pZpD´1 pB}2F ` λn}pB}pq1,q2q1 ď 12pn´ Lq}pU´ pZpD´1B}2F ` λn}B}pq1,q2q1
Letting ∆ “ pB ´ B and Sc be the complement of S in the set t0, . . . , Lu ˆ t1, . . . , pu, we
write
1
2
xx∆, pΓ∆yy
ď 1
n ´ Lxx∆,
pD´1pZT ppU´ pZpD´1Bqyy ` λnp}B}pq1,q2q1 ´ }B`∆}pq1,q2q1 q
ď 1
n ´ Lxx∆,
pD´1pZT ppU´ pZpD´1Bqyy ` λnp}B}pq1,q2q1 ´ }BS `∆S}pq1,q2q1 ´ }∆Sc}pq1,q2q1 q
ď 1
n ´ Lxx∆,
pD´1pZT ppU´ pZpD´1Bqyy ` λnp}∆S}pq1,q2q1 ´ }∆Sc}pq1,q2q1 q,
where pΓ “ pn ´ Lq´1 pD´1pZT pZpD´1. By Condition 9 and λn ě 2C0sq1{21 ppMX1 ` Mǫq _
MY1 qtpqα1`3{21 _ qα2`3{22 q
b
logppq1q2q
n
` q´κ`1{21 u, we have
1
n ´ L |xx∆,
pD´1pZT ppU´ pZpD´1Bqyy| ď 1
n´ L}
pD´1pZT ppU ´ pZpD´1Bq}pq1,q2qmax }∆}pq1,q2q1
ď λn
2
p}∆S}pq1,q2q1 ` }∆Sc}pq1,q2q1 q.
This implies that
0 ď 1
2
xx∆, pΓ∆yy ď 3λn
2
}∆S}pq1,q2q1 ´
λn
2
}∆Sc}pq1,q2q1 ď
3
2
λn}∆}pq1,q2q1 .
Therefore }∆}pq1,q2q1 ď 4}∆S}pq1,q2q1 ď 4
?
s}∆}F . By Condition 7 and τ2 ě 32τ1q1q2s, we
obtain
xx∆, pΓ∆yy ě τ2}∆}2F ´ τ1q1q2t}∆}pq1,q2q1 u2 ě pτ2 ´ 16τ1q1q2sq}∆}2F ě τ22 }∆}2F .
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Therefore,
τ2
4
}∆}2F ď
3
2
λn}∆}pq1,q2q1 ď 6λns1{2}∆}F ,
which implies that
}∆}F ď 24s
1{2λn
τ2
and }∆}pq1,q2q1 ď
96sλn
τ2
. (55)
Here, we aim to prove the upper bound of }pβ ´ β}1. For each ph, jq P S we have,
pβhj ´ βhj “ pψjpuqT pΨhjpφpvq ´ψjpuqTΨhjφpvq `Rhjpu, vq
“ ppψjpuq ´ψjpuqqT pΨhjpφpvq `ψjpuqT pΨhjppφpvq ´ φpvqq
`ψjpuqT ppΨhj ´Ψhjqφpvq `Rhjpu, vq,
where Rhjpu, vq “ ´
ř8
l“q1`1
ř8
m“q2`1
ahjlmψjlpuqφmpvq. Therefore,
}pβ ´ β}1 ďÿ
h,j
}ppψjpuq ´ψjpuqqT pΨhjpφpvq}S `ÿ
h,j
}ψjpuqT pΨhjppφpvq ´ φpvqq}S
`
ÿ
h,j
}ψjpuqT ppΨhj ´Ψhjqφpvq}S `ÿ
h,j
}Rhjpu, vq}S.
(56)
Due to the orthonormality of tψjlp¨qu and tφmp¨qu and the estimated eigenfunctions t pψjlp¨qu
and tpφmp¨qu,
}ppψjpuq ´ψjpuqqT pΨhjpφpvq}S ď q1{21 }pΨhj}F max
l
}pψjl ´ ψjl},
}ψjpuqT pΨhjppφpvq ´ φpvqq}S ď q1{22 }pΨhj}F max
m
}pφm ´ ψm},
}ψjpuqT ppΨhj ´Ψhjqφpvq}S “ }pΨhj ´Ψhj}F .
To bound the first three terms of (56), we start with the upper bound of
ř
h,j
}pΨhj ´Ψhj}F “
}pΨ ´ Ψ}pq1,q2q1 and ř
h,j
}pΨhj}F “ }pΨ}pq1,q2q1 . From Condition 6, for ph, jq P S, }Ψhj}F “
třq1l“1řq2m“1 µ2hjpl `mq´2κ´1u1{2 ď tµ2hj şq21 şq11 px` yq´2κ´1dxdyu1{2 “ Opµhjq. For ph, jq P Sc,
Ψhj “ 0. Hence,
}Ψ}pq1,q2q1 “
ÿ
h,j
}Ψhj}F “ Opsq. (57)
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By the definition of ωX0 , Conditions 5 and 8, we have }D}max ď
a
ωX0 , }D´1}max ď α1{21 c´1{20 qα1{21
and }pD´1´D´1}max ď α1{21 c´1{20 qα1{21 CωMX1 b logppq1qn . Recall that pΨ´Ψ “ pD´1pB´D´1B “
D´1ppB´Bq ` ppD´1 ´D´1qpB. Then
}pΨ´Ψ}pq1,q2q1 ď }D´1}max}pB´B}pq1,q2q1 ` }pD´1 ´D´1}max}pB}pq1,q2q1
ď }D´1}max}pB´B}pq1,q2q1 ` }pD´1 ´D´1}max}pB´B}pq1,q2q1
`}pD´1 ´D´1}max}B}pq1,q2q1
ď }D´1}max}pB´B}pq1,q2q1 ` }pD´1 ´D´1}max}pB´B}pq1,q2q1
`}pD´1 ´D´1}max}D}max}Ψ}pq1,q2q1 .
This, together with (55) implies that,
}B}pq1,q2q1 “ Op
b
ωX0 sq, (58)
and
}pΨ´Ψ}pq1,q2q1 ď 96α1{21 qα1{21 sλn
c
1{2
0 τ2
t1` op1qu . (59)
Combining (57) and (59), we have
}pΨ}pq1,q2q1 “ Opsq.
To bound the fourth term of (56), for ph, jq P S, }Rhj}S “ }
ř8
l“q1`1
ř8
m“q2`1
ahjlmψjlφm}S “!ř8
l“q1`1
ř8
m“q2`1
µ2hjpl `mq´2κ´1
)1{2
ď tµ2hj
ş8
q2`1
ş8
q1`1
px ` yq´2κ´1dxdyu1{2 “ Opµhjpq1 `
q2q´κ`1{2q. For ph, jq P Sc, }Rhj}S “ 0. Hence,
ř
h,j
}Rhj}S “ Opspq1 ` q2q´κ`1{2q.
Combining all the results with Condition 8, we obtain
}pβ ´ β}1 ď }pΨ}pq1,q2q1 "q1{21 max
j,l
}pψjl ´ ψjl}S ` q1{22 max
m
}pφm ´ φm}S*
` }pΨ´Ψ}pq1,q2q1 `ÿ
h,j
}Rhj}S
ď 96α
1{2
1 q
α1{2
1 sλn
c
1{2
0 τ2
t1` op1qu ,
which completes the proof. ˝
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B.2 Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 4 Define Γ “ pn´Lq´1D´1EtZTZuD´1. Note that θT pΓθ “ θTΓθ`
θT ppΓ´ Γqθ. Hence we have
θT pΓθ ě θTΓθ ´ }pΓ´ Γ}max}θ}21.
By Condition 10, ωminpΓq ě µ, where ωminpΓq denotes the minimum eigenvalue of Γ. This,
together with Lemma 16, completes our proof. ˝
Proof of Proposition 5 This proposition can be proved in similar way to Proposition 3
of Guo and Qiao (2020) and hence the proof is omitted here. ˝
Proof of Proposition 6 Notice that pU “ ZD´1B˜` pR`pE, where rB “ DrΨ and tph`1qju-
th row block of rΨ takes the form rΨhj “ şV şU ψjpuqβhjpu, vqpφpvqTdudv. The matrix pR andpE are pn ´ Lq ˆ q2 matrices whose row vectors are formed by tprt “ pprt1, . . . , prtq2qTunL`1 and
tpǫt “ ppǫt1, . . . ,pǫtq2qTunL`1 respectively, where prtm “ řLh“0řpj“1ř8l“q1`1xxψjl, βhjy, pφmyζtjl andpǫtm “ xǫt, pφmy. Then we rewrite
1
n´ L
pD´1pZT ppU´ pZpD´1Bq
“ 1
n ´ L
pD´1pZT pZD´1B˜´ pZpD´1Bq ` 1
n ´ L
pD´1pZT pR` 1
n´ L
pD´1pZT pE
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3.
Next, we show the deviation bounds of the above three parts.
}I1}pq1,q2qmax
“} 1
n´ L
pD´1pZT pZD´1 ´ pZpD´1qB}pq1,q2qmax ` } 1n´ L pD´1pZTZD´1pB˜´Bq}pq1,q2qmax
ď} 1
n´ L
pD´1pZT pZD´1 ´ pZpD´1q}pq1qmax}B}pq1,q2q1 ` } 1n´ L pD´1pZTZD´1}pq1qmax}B˜´B}pq1,q2q1
ď} 1
n´ L
pD´1pZT pZD´1 ´ pZpD´1q}pq1qmax}B}pq1,q2q1 ` }pΓ}pq1qmax}B˜´B}pq1,q2q1
` } 1
n´ L
pD´1pZT pZD´1 ´ pZpD´1q}pq1qmax}B˜´B}pq1,q2q1 ,
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where pΓ “ pn ´ Lq´1 pD´1pZT pZpD´1. By Lemmas 15, 17, 18 and (58) in Appendix B.1, there
exist some positive constants C˚1 , c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
}I1}pq1,q2qmax ď C˚1 sq1{21 pMX1 qα1`3{21 _MY1 qα2`3{22 q
c
logppq1 _ q2q
n
(60)
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1 _ q2q´c
˚
2 .
By Lemma 19, we obtain that there exist some positive constants C˚2 , c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
}I2}pq1,q2qmax ď C˚2 sq´κ`11 (61)
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1q2q´c
˚
2 .
Let Q “ ppn ´ Lq´1UTUq1{2 “ diagptωY1 u1{2, . . . , tωYq u1{2q. It follows from Proposition 2
and }Q}F ď
a
ωY0 that there exist some positive constants C
˚
3 , c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
}I3}pq1,q2qmax ď q1{21 }pD´1D}max}pn´ Lq´1D´1pZT pEQ´1}max}Q}F
ď C˚3 q1{21 pMX1 `Mǫqpqα11 _ qα22 q
c
logppq1q2q
n
(62)
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1q2q´c
˚
2 .
It follows from (60)–(62) that there exist some positive constants C0, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
1
n´ L}
pD´1pZT ppU ´ pZpD´1Bq}pq1,q2qmax
ď C0sq1{21 ppMX1 `Mǫq _MY1 qtpqα1`3{21 _ qα2`3{22 q
c
logppq1q2q
n
` q´κ`1{21 u
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1q2q´c
˚
2 , which completes the proof. ˝
B.3 Technical Lemmas and Their Proofs
Lemma 15 }pΓ}pq1qmax “ Opq1{21 q.
Proof. For a semi-positive definite block matrix
A “
¨˝
L X
XT M
‚˛,
we have that }X}2F ď }L}F }M}F . This can be seen as a special case of p “ 1 in Theorem 4.2
of Horn and Mathias (1990).
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Without loss of generality, we take L “ 0 as an example. Let pΓjk “ ppΓjl,kmq1ďl,mďq1.
Then for j “ k, by the diagonal structure of pΓjj, we have }pΓjj}F “ Opq1{21 q. Applying the
above inequality, we obtain }pΓjk}F ďb}pΓjj}F }pΓkk}F “ Opq1{21 q. ˝
Lemma 16 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold. Then there exist some positive constants CΓ,
c˚1 and c
˚
2 such that ››pΓ´ Γ››
max
ď CΓMX1 qα1`11
c
logppq1q
n
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1q´c
˚
2 .
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 5 in Guo and Qiao (2020). ˝
Lemma 17 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold. Then there exist some positive constants C˜Γ,
c˚1 and c
˚
2 such that
} 1
n´ L
pD´1pZT pZD´1 ´ pZpD´1q}max ď C˜ΓMX1 qα1`11
c
logppq1q
n
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1q´c
˚
2 .
Proof. We first consider } 1
n´L
pD´1pZTZD´1 ´ Γ}max. By Lemma 26, Proposition 5 and
following the similar argument in the proof of Lemma 27, we obtain that
max
j,k,l,m
pn´ Lq´1řnt“L`1 pζpt´hqjlζtkmbpωXjlωXkm ´
Epζpt´hqjlζtkmqb
ωXjlω
X
km
À max
j,k,l,m
xpψjl, xpΣXh,jk, φkmyy ´ xψjl, xΣXh,jk, φkmyyb
ωXjlω
X
km
À max
j,k,l,m
xpψjl ´ ψjl, xΣXh,jk, φkmyy ` xpψjl, xpΣXh,jk ´ ΣXh,jk, φkmyyb
ωXjlω
X
km
ÀMX1 qα1`11
c
logppq1q
n
holds with probability greater than 1 ´ c˚1ppq1q´c
˚
2 . This, together with Lemma 16, shows
that
} 1
n´ L
pD´1pZT pZD´1 ´ pZpD´1q}max ď } 1
n´ L
pD´1pZTZD´1 ´ Γ}max ` }pΓ ´ Γ}max
“ OP tMX1 qα1`11
c
logppq1q
n
u.
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˝Lemma 18 Suppose that Conditions 1–6 hold. Then there exist some positive constants CB,
c˚1 and c
˚
2 such that
}rB´B}pq1,q2q1 ď CBsMY1 qα2`3{22
c
logpq2q
n
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1pq2q´c
˚
2 .
Proof. We start with the convergence rate of }rΨ ´Ψ}pq1,q2q1 . Elementwisely, for fixed h, j
and l “ 1, . . . , q1, m “ 1, . . . , q2, we have that
xxψjl, βhjy, pφmy ´ xxψjl, βhjy, φmy “ xxψjl, βhjy, pφm ´ φmy “ I1
Recall that βhj “
ř8
l,m“1 ahjlmψjlpuqφmpvq and |ahjlm| ď uhjpl `mq´κ´1{2.
I1 “ xxψjl,
8ÿ
l1,m1“1
ahjl1m1ψjl1φm1y, pφm ´ φmy “ 8ÿ
m1“1
ahjlm1xφm1, pφm ´ φmy
À }pφm ´ φm}uhjl´κ`1{2.
It follows from Lemma 25, for ph, jq P S,
}rΨhj ´Ψhj}F “
gffe q1ÿ
l“1
q2ÿ
m“1
I21 À uhjq1{22 max
1ďmďq2
}pφm ´ φm}
“ OP tuhjMY1 qα2`3{22
c
logpq2q
n
u.
Then we obtain that }rΨ´Ψ}pq1,q2q1 “ řLh“0řpj“1 }rΨhj ´Ψhj}F “ OP tsMY1 qα2`3{22 b logpq2qn u.
This result, together with }D}max ď tωX0 u1{2, implies that there exists CB such that
}B˜´B}pq1,q2q1 “ }DprΨ´Ψq}pq1,q2q1 ď }D}max}rΨ´Ψ}pq1,q2q1
ď CBsMY1 qα2`3{22
c
logpq2q
n
,
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1pq2q´c
˚
2 . ˝
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Lemma 19 Suppose that Conditions 1–6 hold. Then there exist some positive constants CR,
c˚1 and c
˚
2 such that
}pn´ Lq´1 pD´1pZT pR}pq1,q2qmax ď CRsq´κ`11
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq1q2q´c
˚
2 .
Proof. Recall that prtm “ řLh“0řpj“1ř8l“q1`1xxψjl, βhjy, pφmyζtjl “ řLh“0řpj“1 r˜tmhj . The
matrix pR are pn´Lqˆq2 matrices whose row vectors are formed by tprt “ pprt1, . . . , prtq2qT , t “
L` 1, . . . , nu. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the definition of pωXjl , we obtain
pn´ Lq´1řnt“L`1 pζpt´hqjlřLh“0řpj1“1 r˜tmhj1
tpωXjl u1{2 ď
Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j1“1
gffepn´ Lq´1 nÿ
t“L`1
r˜2tmhj1
“
Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j1“1
gffeEpr˜2tmhj1q ` pn´ Lq´1 nÿ
t“L`1
tr˜2tmhj1 ´ Epr˜2tmhj1qu “
Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j1“1
a
I1,tmhj1 ` I2,tmhj1.
Recall that Covpζtjl, ζtjl1q “ ωXjl Ipl “ l1q, βhjpu, vq “
ř8
l,m“1 ahjlmψjlpuqφmpvq and |ahjlm| ď
uhjpl `mq´κ´1{2. Then for ph, j1q P S,
I1,tmhj1 “ Erp
8ÿ
l1“q1`1
xψj1l1, xβhj1, pφmyyζtj1l1q2s “ 8ÿ
l1“q1`1
xψj1l1, xβhj1, pφmyy2ωj1l1
À
8ÿ
l1“q1`1
xψj1l1, x
8ÿ
l2,m2“1
ahj1l2m2ψj1l2φm2y, φm ` ppφm ´ φmqyy2
À
8ÿ
l1“q1`1
a2hj1l1m ` }pφm ´ φm}2 8ÿ
l1“q1`1
p
8ÿ
m2“1
ahj1l1m2q2
À u2hj1pq1 `mq´2κ ` u2hj1}pφm ´ φm}2q´2κ`21 .
To provide the upper bound of I2,tmhj1 , we start withřn
t“L`1rζtj1l1ζtj1l2 ´ Epζtj1l1ζtj1l2qs
n ´ L
“ xψj1l1 , xpΣX0,j1j1 ´ ΣX0,j1j1, ψj1l2yy ď }pΣX0,j1j1 ´ ΣX0,j1j1}S “ OP tMX1 n´1{2u.
Combining this result with Lemmas 24 and 25 and following the similar argument in the
proof of the upper bound of I1,tmhj1, we obtain that, for ph, j1q P S,
I2,tmhj1 “
8ÿ
l1,l2“q1`1
xψj1l1 , xβhj1, pφmyyxψj1l2 , xβhj1, pφmyyřnt“L`1rζtj1l1ζtj1l2 ´ Epζtj1l1ζtj1l2qsn´ L
ď }pΣX0,j1j1 ´ ΣX0,j1j1}St 8ÿ
l1“q1`1
xψj1l1, xβhj1, pφmyyu2 “ oP pI1,tmhj1q.
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Then
} 1
n
pD´1pZT pR}pq1,q2qmax À s max
1ďjďp
gffe q1ÿ
l“1
q2ÿ
m“1
tpq1 `mq´2κ ` }pφm ´ φm}2q´2κ`21 u
À s max
1ďjďp
c
q´2κ`21 ` q´2κ`31 q2 max
1ďmďq2
}pφm ´ φm}2
“ OP tsq´κ`11 u.
(63)
˝
C Proofs of Theoretical Results in Section 4
This section is organized in the same manner as Appendix B. The proofs of Theorem 5
and Propositions 7–9 are presented in Appendices C.1 and C.2, respectively, followed by
supporting technical lemmas and their proofs in Appendix C.3.
C.1 Proof of Theorem 5
Here pB P Rpq and pγ P Rd are the minimizer of (31). Then
1
2n
}Y´ pX pD´1 pB´Zpγ}2`λn1} pB}pqq1 `λn2}pγ}1 ď 12n}Y´ pX pD´1B´Zγ}2`λn1}B}pqq1 `λn2}γ}1.
Letting ∆ “ pB ´ B, δ “ pγ ´ γ, Sc1 be the complement of S1 in the set t1, . . . , pu and Sc2 be
the complement of S2 in the set t1, . . . , du , we have
1
2n
t∆T pΩT pΩ∆` 2∆T pΩTZδ ` δTZTZδu
ď 1
n
p∆T pΩT ` δTZT qpY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq ` λn1p}B}pqq1 ´ }B `∆}pqq1 q ` λn2p}γ}1 ´ }γ ` δ}1q
ď 1
n
∆T pΩT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq ` 1
n
δTZT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq ` λn1p}∆S1}pqq1 ´ }∆Sc1}pqq1 q
`λn2p}δS2}1 ´ }δSc2}1q,
where pΩ “ pX pD´1. By Conditions 13, 14 and the choice of λn — λn1 — λn2 ě 2C˚0 s1pMX,Z `
Mǫqrqα`2tlogppq ` dq{nu1{2 ` q´κ`1s, we obtain that
1
n
∆T pΩT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq ď 1
n
}∆}pqq1 }pΩT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq}pqqmax ď λn2 p}∆S1}pqq1 ` }∆Sc1}pqq1 q,
1
n
δTZT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq ď 1
n
}δ}1}ZT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq}max ď λn
2
p}δS2}1 ` }δSc2}1q.
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Combining the above results, we have
0 ď 3
2
p}∆S1}pqq1 ` }δS2}1q ´
1
2
p }∆Sc
1
}pqq1 ` }δSc2}1q.
This ensures }∆Sc
1
}pqq1 ` }δSc2}1 ď 3p}∆S1}
pqq
1 ` }δS2}1q. Then we have that
}∆}pqq1 ` }δ}1 ď 4p}∆S1}pqq1 ` }δS2}1q ď 4p
?
s1}∆} ` ?s2}δ}q ď 4
?
s1 ` s2p}∆} ` }δ}q.
This, together with Condition 12, }∆}1 ď ?q}∆}pqq1 and τ˚2 ě 64τ˚1 qps1 ` s2q implies
1
n
t∆T pΩT pΩ∆ ` 2∆T pΩTZδ ` δTZTZδu ě τ˚2 p}∆}2 ` }δ}2q ´ τ˚1 p?q}∆}pqq1 ` }δ}1q2
ě τ
˚
2
2
p}∆} ` }δ}q2 ´ τ˚1 qp}∆}pqq1 ` }δ}1q2
ě tτ
˚
2
2
´ 16τ˚1 qps1 ` s2qup}∆} ` }δ}q2
ě τ
˚
2
4
p}∆} ` }δ}q2.
This implies
τ˚2
8
p}∆} ` }δ}q2 ď 3λn
2
p}∆}pqq1 ` }δ}1q ď 6λn
?
s1 ` s2p}∆} ` }δ}q.
Therefore, we obtain that
}∆} ` }δ} À λn
?
s1 ` s2
τ˚2
,
}∆}pqq1 ` }δ}1 À
λnps1 ` s2q
τ˚2
.
Provided that }D´1}max ď α1{2c´1{20 qα{2, the rest can be proved in a similar way to the proof
of Theorem 4, which shows
}pB´B}1 ` qα{2}pγ ´ γ}1 ď }pΨ´Ψ}pqq1 ` qα{2}pγ ´ γ}1 ` op1q
ď }D´1}max} pB ´B}1 ` qα{2}pγ ´ γ}1 ` op1q
À q
α{2λnps1 ` s2q
τ˚2
t1` op1qu .
˝
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C.2 Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 7 By Lemmas 16, 20 and 28, we obtain
} 1
n
STS ´ 1
n
EtSTSu}max
“ maxp››1
n
ZTZ ´ 1
n
EtZTZu››
max
,
››1
n
ZT pΩ´ 1
n
EtZTΩu››
max
, }pΓ´ Γ}maxq
“ OP tmaxpMZ1
c
logpdq
n
,MX1 q
α`1
c
logppqq
n
,MX,Zq
α`1
c
logppqdq
n
qu
“ OP tMX,Zqα`1
c
logppq ` dq
n
u.
Combining this with Condition 15 and following the similar argument in the proof of Propo-
sition 4 implies Proposition 7. ˝
Proof of Proposition 8 Notice that
1
n
pΩT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq “ 1
n
pΩT ppΩ´ pΩqB `R ` Eq
where pΩ “ pX pD´1, B “ DΨ and j-th row of Ψ takes the form Ψj “ şU ψjpuqβjpuqdu. Recall
that rt “
řp
j“1
ř8
l“q`1 ζtjlxψjl, βjy. Then it follows from Lemma 17 when L “ 0 that there
exist some positive constants C˚11, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
} 1
n
pΩT pΩ´ pΩqB}pqqmax ď } 1n pΩT pΩ´ pΩq}pqqmax}B}pqq1
ď C˚11s1MX1 qα`2
c
logppqq
n
,
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqq´c
˚
2 .
Second, it follows from Lemma 22 that there exist some positive constants C˚12, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2
such that
} 1
n
pΩTR}pqqmax ď C˚12s1q´κ`1,
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqq´c
˚
2 .
Third, it follows from Proposition 3 that there exist some positive constants C˚13, c
˚
1 and
c˚2 such that
} 1
n
pΩTE}pqqmax “ } 1n pD´1DD´1 pX TE}pqqmax ď C˚13tMX1 `Mǫuq1{2
c
logppqq
n
,
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with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqq´c
˚
2 .
Combining the above results, we obtain that there exist some positive constants C01, c
˚
1
and c˚2 such that
1
n
}pΩT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq}pqqmax ď C01s1pMX1 `Mǫqtqα`2
c
logppqq
n
` q´κ`1u
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqq´c
˚
2 . ˝
Proof of Proposition 9 Notice that
1
n
ZT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq “ 1
n
ZT ppΩ´ pΩqB `R ` Eq.
First, we show the deviation bound of 1
n
ZT pΩ´ pΩqB. It follows from Lemma 21 and the fact
that }Ψj}1 “
řq
j“1 ujl
´κ “ Opujq, for j P S1, that there exist some positive constants C˚21, c˚1
and c˚2 such that
} 1
n
ZT pΩ´ pΩqB}max ď } 1
n
ZT pΩ´ pΩq}max}B}1
ď } 1
n
ZT pΩ´ pΩq}max}D}max}Ψ}1
ď C˚21s1MX,Zqα`1
c
logppqdq
n
,
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqdq´c
˚
2 .
Second, it follows from Lemma 23 that there exist some positive constants C˚22, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2
such that
} 1
n
ZTR}max ď C˚22s1q´κ`1{2,
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqdq´c
˚
2 .
Third, it follows from Lemma 28 that there exist some positive constants C˚23, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2
such that
} 1
n
ZTE}max ď C˚23tMZ1 `Mǫu
c
logpdq
n
,
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1pdq´c
˚
2 .
Combining the above results, we obtain that there exist some positive constants C02, c
˚
1
and c˚2 such that
1
n
}ZT pY ´ pΩB ´ Zγq}max ď C02s1tMX,Z `Mǫqutqα`1c logppq ` dq
n
` q´κ`1{2u
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with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppq ` dq´c
˚
2 . ˝
C.3 Technical Lemmas and Their Proofs
Lemma 20 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold. Then there exist some positive constantsrC1,ZΓ, c˚1 and c˚2 such that
››1
n
ZT pΩ´ 1
n
EtZTΩu››
max
ď rC1,ZΓMX,Zqα`1c logppqdq
n
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqdq´c
˚
2 .
Proof. Note that
››1
n
ZT pΩ´ 1
n
EtZTΩu››
max
“ max
1ďjďp,1ďkďd
1ďlďq
ˇˇˇ
tpωXjl u´1{2 p̺X,Zh,jkl ´ tωXjl u´1{2̺X,Zh,jkl ˇˇˇ.
Let psjkl “  ωXjl {pωXjl (1{2 , then we obtain that
tpωXjl u´1{2 p̺X,Zh,jkl ´ tωXjl u´1{2̺X,Zh,jkl “ psjkl p̺X,Zh,jkl ´ ̺X,Zh,jkltωXjl u1{2 ` tω
X
jl u1{2 ´ tpωXjl u1{2
tpωXjl u1{2 ̺
X,Z
h,jkl
tωXjl u1{2
.
It follows Propositions 1, 5 and the fact EpζtjlZtkq ď σZk tωXjl u1{2 that there exist some positive
constants rC1,ZΓ, c˚1 and c˚2 such that
››1
n
ZT pΩ´ 1
n
EtZTΩu››
max
ď rC1,ZΓMX,Zqα`1c logppqdq
n
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqdq´c
˚
2 . ˝
Lemma 21 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 hold. Then there exist some positive constantsrC2,ZΓ, c˚1 and c˚2 such that
} 1
n
ZT pΩ´ pΩq}max ď rC2,ZΓMX,Zqα`1c logppqdq
n
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqdq´c
˚
2 .
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Proof. We first consider } 1
n
ZTΩ´ 1
n
EtZTΩu}max. By (40) in Appendix A.2, we obtain that
max
j,k,m
pn´ Lq´1řnt“L`1 Zpt´hqjζtkma
ωXkm
´ EpZpt´hqjζtkmqa
ωXkm
“ max
j,k,m
xpΣZ,Xh,jk, ψkmy ´ xΣZ,Xh,jk, ψkmya
ωXkm
“ OP tMX,Z
c
logppqdq
n
u.
This, together with Lemma 20, implies that
} 1
n
ZT pΩ´ pΩq}max ď } 1
n
ZTΩ´ 1
n
EtZTΩu}max ` } 1
n
ZT pΩ´ 1
n
EtZTΩu}max
“ OP tMX,Zqα`1
c
logppqdq
n
u.
˝
Lemma 22 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 and 11 hold. Then there exist some positive con-
stants CR1, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
}n´1pΩTR}pqqmax ď CR1s1q´κ`1
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqq´c
˚
2 .
Proof. This lemma can be proved in a similar way to Lemma 19 and hence the proof is
omitted here. ˝
Lemma 23 Suppose that Conditions 1–5 and 11 hold. Then there exist some positive con-
stants CR2, c
˚
1 and c
˚
2 such that
}n´1ZTR}max ď CR2s1q´κ`1{2
with probability greater than 1´ c˚1ppqdq´c
˚
2 .
Proof. This lemma can be proved in a similar way to Lemma 19 and hence the proof is
omitted here. ˝
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D Existing Results for Sub-Gaussian (Functional) Lin-
ear Processes
For ease of reference, we present some useful existing results in Guo and Qiao (2020), in-
cluding non-asymptotic error bounds on estimated covariance matrix function, estimated
eigenpairs and estimated (auto)covariance between estimated FPC scores in Guo and Qiao
(2020). By Theorem 1, we can easily extend these results from Gaussian functional time
series to accommodate sub-Gaussian functional linear processes in Lemmas 24–27. More-
over, we also present non-asymptotic error bounds on estimated (cross-)covariance matrix in
Basu and Michailidis (2015) to accommodate sub-Gaussian linear processes in Lemma 28.
Lemma 24 Suppose that Conditions 1, 3 and 4 hold for sub-Gaussian linear process tXtp¨qutPZ.
Then there exists some universal constant c˜1 ą 0 such that for any η ą 0 and each
j, k “ 1, . . . , p,
P
!
}pΣX0,jk ´ ΣX0,jk}S ą 2ωX0 MX1 η) ď 4 expt´c˜1nminpη2, ηqu.
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of Guo and Qiao (2020)
and hence the proof is omitted here. ˝
Lemma 25 Suppose that Conditions 1, 3, 4 and 5 hold for sub-Gaussian linear process
tXtp¨qutPZ. LetM be a positive integer possibly depending on pn, pq. If logppMqM4α`2pMX1 q2{n
Ñ 0 as n, pÑ8. Then for all sufficiently large n, there exist some constants c˜2, c˜3 ą 0 such
that, with probability greater than 1´ c˜2ppMq´c˜3 , the estimates tpωXjl u and t pψjlu satisfy
max
1ďjďp,1ďlďM
#ˇˇˇ pωXjl ´ ωXjl
ωXjl
ˇˇˇ
`
››› pψjl ´ ψjl
lα`1
›››+ ÀMX1
c
logppMq
n
. (64)
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 of Guo and Qiao (2020)
and hence the proof is omitted here. ˝
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Lemma 26 Suppose that conditions in Lemma 25 hold. Then there exists some universal
constant c˜4 ą 0 such that for each j “ 1, . . . , p, l “ 1, . . . , dj, any given function g P H and
η ą 0,
P
!ˇˇˇ@ pψjl ´ ψjl, gDˇˇˇ ě ρ˜1}g´jl}ωMX1 tωXjl u1{2lα`1η ` ρ˜2}g}tMX1 u2l2pα`1qη2)
ď 8 exp
!
´ c˜4nminpη2, ηq
)
` 4 exp
!
´ c˜4tMX1 u´2nl´2pα`1q
)
,
where gp¨q “ ř8l“1 gjlψjlp¨q, }g´jl}ω “ `řl1:l1‰lωjl1g2jl1˘1{2, ρ˜1 “ 2c´10 ωX0 and ρ˜2 “ 4p6 `
2
?
2qc´20 tωX0 u2 with c0 ď 4MX1 ωX0 lα`1.
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 of Guo and Qiao (2020)
and hence the proof is omitted here. ˝
Lemma 27 Suppose that conditions in Lemma 25 hold. Let M be a positive integer possibly
depending on pn, pq. If logppMqM4α`2pMX1 q2{n Ñ 0 as n, p Ñ 8. Then for all sufficiently
large n, there exist some constants c˜5, c˜6 ą 0 such that, with pobability greater than 1 ´
c˜5ppMq´c˜6 , the estimates tpσXh,jklmu satisfies
max
1ďj,kďp
1ďl,mďM
ˇˇpσXh,jklm ´ σXh,jklmˇˇ
pl _mqα`1
b
ωXjlω
X
km
ÀMX1
c
logppMq
n
. (65)
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 of Guo and Qiao (2020)
and hence the proof is omitted here. ˝
Lemma 28 (i)Suppose tZtu is from d-dimensional sub-Gaussian linear process with absolute
summable coefficients and bounded MZ . For any given vector ν P Rd0 with }ν}0 ď k pk “
1, . . . , dq, denote MpfZ ,νq “ 2π ¨ ess supθPr´π,πs νTfZν. Then there exists some constants
c, c˜16, c˜17 ą 0 such that for any η ą 0,
P
!ˇˇˇ
νT ppΣZ0 ´ΣZ0 qν ˇˇˇ ąMpfZ ,νqη) ď 2 exp  ´cnmin `η2, η˘( ,
and
P
#ˇˇˇˇ
ˇνT ppΣ
Z
0 ´ΣZ0 qν
νTΣZ0 ν
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ąMZk η
+
ď 2 exp  ´cnmin `η2, η˘( .
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In particular, with probability greater than 1´ c˜16pdq´c˜17,
max
1ďj,kďd
|pΣZ0,jk ´ ΣZ0,jk| ÀMZ1
c
logpdq
n
.
(ii)Suppose tǫtu is from sub-Gaussian linear process with absolute summable coefficients,
bounded Mǫ and independent of tZtu. Then there exist some positive constants c˜18, c˜19 such
that with probability greater than 1´ c˜18pdq´c˜19,
max
1ďjďd
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
t“1
Ztjǫt{n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ À pMZ1 `Mǫq
c
logpdq
n
.
Proof. This lemma can be proved in similar way to Proposition 2.4 of Basu and Michailidis
(2015) and be extended to sub-Gaussian linear process setting following the similar tech-
niques used in the proof of Theorem 1. ˝
E Matrix Representation of Model (1)
It follows from the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion that model (1) can be rewritten as
8ÿ
m“1
ξtmφmpvq “
Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j“1
8ÿ
l“1
xψjlpuq, βhjpu, vqyζpt´hqjl ` ǫtpvq,
This, together with orthonormality of {φmp¨qumě1, implies that
ξtm “
Lÿ
h“0
pÿ
j“1
q1jÿ
l“1
xxψjlpuq, βhjpu, vqy, φmpvqyζpt´hqjl ` rtm ` ǫtm,
where rtm “
řL
h“0
řp
j“1
ř8
l“q1j`1
xxψjlpuq, βhjpu, vqy, φmpvqyζpt´hqjl and ǫtm “ xφm, ǫty for
m “ 1, . . . , q2, represent the approximation and random errors, respectively. Let rt “
prt1, . . . , rtq2qT and ǫt “ pǫt1, . . . , ǫtq2qT . Let R and E be pn ´ Lq ˆ q2 matrices whose row
vectors are formed by trt, t “ L` 1, . . . , nu and tǫt, t “ L` 1, . . . , nu respectively. Then (1)
can be represented in the matrix form of (21).
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